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1. The Trial Judgement is a testament to the extreme gravity of Radovan Karadzic's crimes.

The Trial Chamber found that, through his position at the apex of Bosnian Serb civilian and military

power, Karadzic played an essential role in four interconnected JCEs involving crimes committed

throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina ("BiH") over the entire conflict. In relation to the Overarching

JCE it held him criminally responsible for ethnic cleansing across much of BiH that was

implemented through a persecutory campaign involving the murder, mistreatment and forcible

displacement of many thousands of Muslims and Croats. It determined that his support was critical

to the campaign of shelling and sniping in Sarajevo aimed at spreading terror among the civilian

population. The Chamber found Karadzic guilty of the Srebrenica genocide. It also found him

responsible for taking UN personnel hostage in response to international efforts to halt his criminal

conduct. The Chamber's factual and legal findings leave no doubt that Karadzic is the most serious

offender yet convicted by the ICTY.

2. For the most part, the Chamber's findings are detailed, comprehensive and sound. There are,

however, discrete areas of the Judgement where the Chamber adopted a flawed approach to its

analysis. As a result, the Judgement does not account for the entirety of Karadzic's criminal

responsibility and insufficiently punishes him for his crimes.

3. On the basis of his significant contribution to all four JCEs, Karadzic was convicted under

every count of the Indictment except Count I (genocide in the Municipalities). While the Chamber

concluded that genocidal acts-killings and serious bodily or mental harm under Articles 4(2)(a)

and 4(2)(b)-were committed in the Count I Municipalities, the Chamber was not satisfied that

those acts were committed with genocidal intent.

4. Under Grounds I to 3, the Prosecution identifies errors of law andlor fact which each

contributed to a flawed genocidal intent analysis with respect to Count 1. Under Ground I, the

Prosecution appeals the Chamber's finding that many of the crimes used to permanently remove

vast numbers of Muslims and Croats from Serb-claimed territory in the Municipalities-such as

murder, cruel treatment, sexual violence and wanton destruction-were merely foreseeable

consequences of the execution of the Overarching JCE. The exclusion of these crimes from the

common purpose-which effectively removed violence against non-Serbs from the scope of the

common purpose-cannot be reconciled with the Chamber's own findings on the development and

implementation of that common purpose. The incompatibility between those underlying findings on

the one hand, and the Chamber's conclusion on the scope of the common purpose on the other,

exposes an error of law or fact. The Chamber's erroneous exclusion of violent crimes from the

Case No. MICT-13-55-A
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scope of the common purpose also resulted in a flawed Count I genocidal intent analysis based on

an incorrect premise.

5. Under Ground 2, the Prosecution appeals the Chamber's conclusion that the deplorable

conditions inflicted on Muslims and Croats detained in the Count 1 Municipalities did not constitute

conditions of life calculated to bring about physical destruction under Article 4(2)(c). While the

Chamber acknowledged the serious impact of these conditions, it incorrectly concluded that the

elements of Article 4(2)(c) were not satisfied. This too contributed to a flawed genocidal intent

analysis that failed to adequately capture the destructive impact that the mass incarceration in

terrible conditions had on the targeted communities.

6. Under Ground 3, the Prosecution appeals the Chamber's conclusion that Karadzic and other

ICE members did not possess genocidal intent as charged under Count 1. In addition to the flaws

identified in Grounds I and 2, the Chamber's genocidal intent analysis is tainted by a fundamental

misconception that forcible displacement and genocidal intent are mutually incompatible. As a

result, the Chamber conducted an erroneously narrow and truncated assessment of genocidal intent

which did not properly account for the intent reflected by the overall pattern of crimes in the Count

I Municipalities. A correct understanding and application of genocidal intent leads to the

conclusion that Karadzic and other ICE members used genocide as a means to implement their

permanent removal objective in the Count I Municipalities.

7. Under Ground 4, the Prosecution appeals Karadzic's 40-year sentence. This sentence does

not properly reflect the Chamber's own findings and analysis of the gravity of Karadzic's crimes.

Karadzic's convictions for his key roles in the Overarching, Sarajevo and Srebrenica ICEs each

separately warrants a life sentence. Considered together, they form the gravest set of crimes ever

attributed to a single person at the ICTY and require the highest available sentence-a life sentence.

Only the most exceptional mitigating circumstances could have warranted a reduction from a life

sentence, and there are no such circumstances in this case. The unreasonableness of the sentence is

compounded by the Chamber's failure to explain why it selected a 40·year sentence, which conveys

the message that Karadzic's crimes do not warrant the stigma of the Tribunal's highest sentence.

The manifestly inadequate sentence imposed by the Chamber demonstrates an abuse of discretion.

8. For the reasons set out in this brief, the Prosecution requests that the Appeals Chamber

correct the Chamber's errors, substitute convictions for foreseeable crimes with convictions under

ICEI, enter a conviction under Count I and increase Karadzic's sentence to life imprisonment.

Case No. MICT-13-55-A
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CONSEQUENCES OF THE COMMON PURPOSE FORMED PART OF IT
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9. The, Chamber found that Karadzic participated in a conunon criminal purpose to

permanently remove, by criminal means, vast numbers of Bosnian Muslims and Croats from

Serb-claimed territory and create an ethnically homogeneous Serb state ("Overarching ICE").!

However, it concluded tbat many of tbe crimes that formed part of a systematic pattern of crimes

used to implement this permanent removal-including murder, cruel treatment, sexual violence and

wanton destruction-were merely foreseeable consequences of its execution. The Chamber drew a

line between ICEI Crimes" on the one hand, and merely foreseeable crimes ("Excluded Crimes"):'

on the other, tbat effectively removed violence against Muslims and Croats from the scope of the

common purpose."

10. The removal of the Excluded Crimes-and the corresponding exclusion of violence-from

the scope of the common purpose cannot be reconciled with the Chamber's own findings on the

development and implementation of that conunon purpose. These findings show that Karadzic and

other ICE members shared the intent for the Excluded Crimes. In particular, the Chamber found

that:

• Before the outbreak of the conflict, Karadzic threatened Muslims with the very types of

crimes that the Chamber excluded from the conunon purpose'

• Karadzic and the BSL were prepared to use force and violence against Muslims and Croats

to achieve their permanent removal objective and knew that violence would be necessary to

achieve it.6

1 Judgement, para.3447(confidential).
2 Crimes formingpartof the common purpose("ICEl Crimes")were deportation; inhumaneacts (forcible transfer); and
persecution through deportation. forcible transfer, unlawful detention and the imposition andmaintenance of restrictive
anddiscriminatory measures. Judgement, paras.3464-3466.
3 Crimes found to be foreseeable ("Excluded Crimes") were extermination; murder; and persecution through killings,
cruel and/or inhumane treatment (through torture, beatings, physical and psychological abuse, rape and other acts of
sexual violence, and the establishment and perpetuation of inhumane living conditions in detention facilities), forced
labour at the frontlines and use of human shields, appropriation or plunder of property, and the wanton destruction of
privateandpublic property, including cultural monumentsandsacredsites. Judgement, para.3512.

While ICEI Crimes such as forcible transfer and deportation can-and in this case did-involve violence, the
Chamber excluded the violence used to effect these crimes from the scope of the common purpose. For instance, as
discussed below, the Chamber found thatSerbForces forcibly transferred anddeportedMuslims and Croatsby creating
anenvironmentof fear through the systematic commission of violent crimes. However, it excludedthose violent crimes
from the scope of the common purpose. Below paras. 18, 30.
5 Below para.22.
6 Below paras.21-24.
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• In implementing the common purpose, Serb Forces expelled a vast number of Muslims and

Croats through a systematic and organised pattern of crimes involving the Excluded Crimes

of murder, cruel treatment, sexual violence and wanton desrrucrion,"

• These same Excluded Crimes formed part of the actus reus of forcible transfer and

deportation. 8

• Despite being promptly informed that Serb Forces were using Excluded Crimes to

implement the common purpose, Karadzic did not use his immense authority to put a stop to

them. Instead, he pursued a policy of non-punishment for ICEl Crimes and Excluded

Crimes alike and rewarded perpetrators."

• Karadzic continued to pursue the common purpose for over three years without altering his

1· · 10po lCWS.

11. The incompatibility between these underlying findings on the one hand, and the Chamber's

. conclusion on the scope of the common purpose on the other, exposes an error of law or fact.

12. The Chamber erred in law in concluding that "another reasonable inference" to a finding

that Karadzic shared the intent for the Excluded Crimes was that he "did not care enough to stop

pursuing the common plan to forcibly remove the non-Serb population from the MUnicipalities."!!

As this alternative inference is consistent with shared intent, the Chamber erred by concluding that

it foreclosed the possibility that Karadzic shared the intent for the Excluded Crimes.!2

13. Alternatively, the Chamber erred in. fact. Its own findings on Karadfic's and other ICE

members' policies, objectives, knowledge and conduct-as well as on the implementation of the

common purpose-lead to only one reasonable conclusion: the Excluded Crimes formed part of the

common purpose, and Karadzic shared tbe intent for those crimes.P

14. The Chamber's erroneous conclusion on the scope of the common purpose caused it to

incorrectly find Karadzic liable for the Excluded Crimes pursuant to the third category, rather than

the first category, of ICE. This error also caused the Chamber to conduct a flawed genocidal intent

7 Below paras.27-32.
8 Below para. 3D.
9 Below paras.33-42.
10 Below para.43.
11 Judgement, para.3466 (emphasis added).
12 Below Sub-Ground leA).
13 Below Sub-Ground l(B).
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analysis based on an erroneous premise concerning the scope of the ICE members' common

purpose.14

A. Sub-Ground HAl: The Chamber's "Dother reasonable inference" does not preclude

.ICE1 liability

15. In analysing whether the Excluded Crimes came within the scope of the common purpose,

the Chamber indicated that it had considered not only Karadzic's shared intent for the ICEI Crimes

but also that he had "received information" about the commission of Excluded Crimes by Serb

Forces against non-Serbs "throughout the conflict" and that he "continued to act in furtherance of

the common plan"." Nevertheless, the Chamber concluded that there was "another reasonable

inference" to a finding that the Excluded Crimes formed part of the common purpose-namely, that

while Karadzic "did not intend for [the Excluded Cjrimes to be committed, he did not care enough

to stop pursuing the common plan to forcibly remove the non-Serb population from the

Municipalities".16

16. That Karadzic "did not care enough to stop pursuing the common plan" while aware that it

entailed the commission of Excluded Crimes-when framed positively-equates to the proposition

that Karadzic was wilJing to continue pursuing the common purpose with the awareness that it

involved the commission of Excluded Crimes. This is not inconsistent with shared intent. To the

contrary, this scenario permits an inference of shared intent and ICEI liability. I? Thus, the Chamber'

erred in law by concluding that its alternative inference precluded a finding of shared intent for the

Excluded Crimes, rather than recognising it as an avenue by which shared intent could be inferred.

The Chamber should have gone on to assess whether Karadzic's wilJingness to pursue the common

purpose with the knowledge that it entailed the commission of the Excluded Crimes reflected his

shared intent for those crimes. Had it done so, the Chamber's own factual findings compelled an

affirmative conclusion.18

17. By concluding that the possible inference that Karadzic "did not care enough to stop

pursuing the common plan" precluded a finding of Karadzic's shared intent for the Excluded

Crimes, the Chamber adopted the wrong approach. Karadzic's intent for Excluded Crimes did not

turn on his willingness or unwillingness to abandon the common purpose in order to put a stop to

14 Below paras.47-48.
15 Judgement, para.3466.
16 Judgement, para3466.
17 Popovic AI, paras. 1369, 1652. Also below para.20.
18 Below Sub-Ground I(B).
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them. The common purpose of a ICE must "amountl] to or involve[]" the commission of crimes.l"

Where, as here, the objective (permanent removal) is pursued through a range of crimes, the

relevant question for ICEI liability is whether the ICE members' shared state of mind was that

those crimes "should be carried out" in order to achieve their shared objective.r'' In this case the

Chamber's own findings establish this shared state of mind beyond reasonable doubt. 21

B. Snb-Ground HB): The Excluded Crimes formed part of the common purpose and

KaradZic shared the intent for those crimes

18. The Chamber recognised that violent crimes were necessary to achieve the common purpose

and found that Karadzic and other ICE members knew and accepted this.22 Yet it drew a line

between ICE I Crimes and Excluded Crimes that stripped the common purpose of violence. For

instance, the Chamber included forcible transfer and deportation within the common purpose, but it

excluded the violence that Serb Forces used to effect the forcible displacement-through crimes

such as murder and cruel treatment.23 Likewise, the Chamber included unlawful detention across

the dozens of detention facilities in the Municipalities within the common purpose while excluding

. the systematic mistreatment of prisoners that was perpetrated in all these same facilities. 24

19. Tbis line between ICEI Crimes and Excluded Crimes cannot be reconciled with the

Chamber's own findings. Thos'e findings demonstrate that:

• Before the conflict broke out, Karadzic threatened Bosnian Muslims with the very

"bloodbath" and mass destructiortf that his forces later wrought through the mass,

systematic commission of Excluded Crimes.

• Karadzic and the BSL knew that they could not separate the ethnicities in BiH without

employing violence against Muslims and Croats, and yet they pursued an objective aimed at

achieving this separation through permanent removal.i"

• With this knowledge, Karadzic spearheaded preparations to forcibly implement the

al bi . 27permanent remov 0 jective.

19 Tadic AI, para.227 (emphasis added). Also Yasiljevic AI, para.100; Dordevic AI, paras.1l6-119.
20 Krajisnik: AI, paras. 200, 707. The ICE members need not view those crimes as goals or objectives in and of
themselves. E.g. Dordevic AI, paras.1l6-119.
21 Below Suh-Ground I(B).
22 Below paras.21-24.
23 As discussed below, the Chamber found that Excluded Crimes formed part of the actus reus of forcible
transfer/deportation and were systematically used to implement the common purpose, but then excluded those crimes
from its scope. Below paras.27-32.
24 Below para,46(ii).
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i

• Excluded Crimes were part of the organised, systematic pattern of crimes Serb Forces used

to implement the objective. 28

• Karadzic reacted to a stream of reports of Excluded Crimes with lies, deflections and a

non-punishment policy, all of which facilitated and encouraged the commission of Excluded

Crimes.29

In light of these findings, the Chamber's conclusion that the Excluded Crimes were merely

"foreseeable consequences" of the implementation of the common purpose is untenable.

20. In assessing the scope of the common criminal purpose, the Chamber focused on Karadfic's

knowledge that Serb Forces were perpetrating Excluded Crimes coupled with his continued

participation in the common purpose." Knowledge of crimes plus continued participation is a

sufficient basis from which a Chamber can infer JCEI intent for those crimes." However, this is

not a case of mere knowledge plus continued participation. The Chamber's findings show that

Karadzic and other JCE members knew that they could not achieve the common purpose without

the commission of Excluded Crimes and-at every stage-embraced their use to achieve that

purpose. The only reasonable conclusion available to the Chamber was that the Excluded Crimes

formed part of the common purpose and that Karadzic and other JCE members shared the state of

mind that the Excluded Crimes "should be carried out" in order to achieve their shared objective. 32

1. In the lead-up to the conflict, Karadzic threatened violence against non-Serbs and pursued an

ethnic separation objective, knowing that Excluded CriIIl;es were necessary to achieve it

21. The Chamber's findings show that well before the conflict broke out, Karadzic and other

JCE members embraced the use of violence against Muslims and Croats and the mass destruction of

property to achieve their objectives. Their shared intent for Excluded Crimes such as murder, cruel

treatment and wanton destruction was manifest even at this early stage.

22. The Chamber found that, in the latter half of 1991, Karadfic reacted to moves towards

independence for BiH by threatening a bloody conflict that would devastate the non-Serb

25 Below para.22.
26 Below paras.22-24.
27 Below paras.25-26.
28 Below paras.27-32.
29 Below paras.33-42.
30 Iudgement, para.3466.
31 E.g. Krajiinik AI, para.697; Popovic AI, para.1652; Dordevic AI, para.512; Stantsic & Zupljall;1l AI, para.393. Iu
drawing such inferences, chambers-have emphasised the accused's position and ability to intervene. E.g. Kraiisnik TJ,
para.1119; Dordevic AI, para.505.
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population. He warned that such moves would take BiH down a "highway of hell and suffering",

involving the "possible extinction" of the "Muslim people". 33 He threatened that Muslims would

"disappear'V" "be annihilated in BiH,,35 and be "up to their necks in blood,,36 in a "war until their

extinction"," entailing thousands of deaths and "the complete destruction of several hundred

towns"." The Chamber found that these threats of "extreme bloodshed, annihilation and the

disappearance or extinction of the Bosnian Muslims" underscored that Karadzic was "fully aware

that a potential conflict would be extremely violent and result in thousands of deaths, the

destruction of property, and the displacement of people and that it would be particularly

devastating for the Bosnian Muslim people'i."

23. The Chamber found that Karadzic followed up on his threats by formulating and promoting

a policy of ethnic separarion/" He developed an ideology "loaded with Serb nationalism" that

emphasised "the importance of creating an ethnically homogeneous Serb state"." His speeches and

propaganda "promote[d] the idea that the Bosnian Serbs could not live together with the Bosnian

Muslims and Bosnian Croats and formed the foundation for the separation of the three people and

. the creation of a Serb state".42 Karadzic "amplified" historic grievances of the Serb people to

suggest that Serbs faced an "existential threat.,,43 His "constant references" to the historic suffering

of Serbs "polarised the population in BiH and incited inter-ethnic hatred".44 The Chamber found

that Karadzic and the BSL pursued this ethnic separation objective despite being "aware and put on

notice that the objective of ethnic separation would result in violence given the extent to which the

population in BiH was intermixed". 45

24. These findings show that a common criminal purpose to carve out homogenous Serb

territory from the ethnically intermixed BiH without violence against Muslims and Croats was a

fantasy.t? The reality-known to Karadzic and other JCE members-was that violence against

Muslims and Croats was necessary to achieve their common purpose. And they were not just aware

32 Krajisnik AJ, paras.2OG, 707.
3J Judgement, paras.2675, 2707.
34 Judgement, paras.2677-2678.
35 Judgement, para.2679.
36 Judgement, para.2678.
37 Judgement, para.2680. Also para.2700.
38 Exh.D86, pAO relied on at Judgement, para.2692. Also para.2719.
39 Judgement, para.2708 (emphases added). Also para.2846.
4(J E.g. Judgement, paras.2841, 3476.
41 Judgement, para.3475.
42 Judgement, para.3485.
43 Judgement, para.3485.
44 Jndgement, para2660. Also paras.2670-2672, 3485-3486.
45 Judgement, para.2846 (emphases added),
46 Also Judgement, para.2823.
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of this. The Chamber found they "were prepared to use force and violence against Bosnian

Muslims and Bosnian Croats in order to achieve their objectives".47

2. Karadzic "played the most important role" in preparing the structures used to violently remove

Muslims and Croats from Serb-targeted areas

25. Karadzic's shared intent for violent crimes is reinforced by' his key role in preparing

structures to implement the permanent removal objective while aware that violence against

Muslims and Croats was necessary to realise it. The Chamber found that Karadzic "played the most

important role in laying the ground work for [its] criminal implcmcntation''." For instance: he

distributed and promoted the Variant AlB instructions "to ensure preparations at the municipal level

for the establishment of an ethnically homogeneous separate state";49 formulated and disseminated

the "Strategic Goals,,50 at the "core" of which was forcible ethnic separationr" and played a central

role in establishing the Bosnian Serb MUP,52 T053and municipal authorities.l"

26. As the Chamber found, Karadzic activated the second level of Variant AlB on 14 February

1992,55 signalling that the structures he had been instrumental in establishing should be activated in

order to take over power. 56 He did this while "envisag[ing] the use [of] force and violence to

take-over power" and without any "gennine concern about the manner in which power was

taken.,,57 This reinforces Karadzic's intent for Excluded Crimes: he deliberately triggered the

implementation of the common purpose while envisaging the use of force and violence, "fully

aware" that the resulting conflict "would be extremely violent and result in thousands of deaths"

and "destruction of property" and "would be particularly devastating for the Bosnian Muslim

population.v"

47 Judgement, para.2599 (emphasis added).
48 Judgement, para.3475. Also paras.3091, 3440, 3477-3480, 3488.
49 Judgement, para.3437. Also paras.3074, 3077, 3079, 3081-3082, 3089, 3092, 3478.
50 Judgement, paras.2895, 3483. Also para.3489.
51 Judgement, para.3439.
52 Judgement, para.3491. Also paras.2990-2991.
53 Judgement, paras.3177, 3488.
54 Judgement, paras.3091, 3477-3478.
55 Judgement, para.3022.
" Judgement, paras.3083, 3089-3090, 3484.
57 Judgement, paras. 3084, 3436.
58 Judgement, para.2708.
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3. Just as Karadzic envisaged, Excluded Crimes were integral to the implementation of the

common purpose

2597

27. The Chamber's conclusion that Karadzic and others among the BSL knew that the pursuit of

their ethnic separation objective "would result in violence" is borne out by the Chamber's findings

showing that:

• From the outset, Serb Forces employed extreme violence-including mass and systematic

Excluded Crimes-to displace non-Serbs.

• Excluded Crimes formed part of the actus reus of the JCEI Crimes of forcible transfer and

deportation.

• Excluded.Crimes were part of an organised pattern of crimes committed by Serb Forces

through well-planned and co-ordinated operations used to implement the common purpose.

28. From the outset, Serb Forces perpetrated Excluded Crimes on a massive scale and in a

systematic manner. The implementation of the common purpose began in early April 1992 when

Serb Forces attacked the non-Serb population in Bijeljina, murdering at least 45 non-Serb

civilians. 59 Days later, the takeover of Zvomik was initiated with more executions, as well as the

shelling, looting and burning of non-Serb houses in Zvomik town.i" In surrounding villages, Serb

Forces raped women and girls, burned houses and destroyed mosques, crimes that "prompted"

Zvornik Muslims to flee." Over the following weeks, Serb Forces rounded up Zvornik Muslims

from various settlements, detained them in several make-shift prisons and subjected them to acts of

unspeakable cruelty. 62 Hundreds of these detainees were murdered.I" including through two

organised mass executions."

29. This pattern of violent crimes continued throughout the Municipalities. For instance,

"immense pressure" was put on Muslims and Croats to leave Rogatica, Prijedor and Sanski Most,

including through armed attacks on their villages and homes, mistreatment and killings.I? In

Bratunac, pararnilitaries triggered the flight of Muslims66 by attacking and pillaging their

settlements, setting villages ablaze, killing and harassing locals and telling survivors they had to

" Judgement, paras.622. 624.
60 Judgement, paras.1250-1258.
61 Judgement, para. 1269.
62 Judgement, paras.1298-1301, 1318-1320, 1324-1328, 1332-1333, 1341-1346, 1351-1353.
63 Judgement, paras.1301, 1307, 1311, 1315, 1338, 1349.
64 Judgement, paras. 1315, 1335-1338. Also para.3415.
65 Judgement, paras.1039 (Rogatica), 1912 (Prijedor), 2039 (Sanski Most). Also para.1561.
66 E.g. Judgement, paras.729, 747, 785, 2470, fn.8339.
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leave "with whatever they could carry". 67 Iu Vlasenica, Serb Forces burned bomes, and beat, killed

and raped Muslim residenrs.r" causing survivors to "flee[] the municipality out of fear for their

lives.,,69 In a mass expulsion operation in Bosanski Novi, Bosnian Serb soldiers attacked Blagaj

village, "firing infantry weapons at civilians in the village", shooting at and burning houses,

searching and robbing villagers and killing men.70 Approximately 4,000-8,000 Bosnian Muslims

were then "tightly packed" into train cars intended for cattle transport 71 In transit, detainees were

mistreated and denied sufficient food, water and hygienic facilities. 72 In August 1992, Bijcljina's

Bosnian Serb authorities implemented a "three phase" ethnic cleansing plan pursuant to which a

Special Police Unit "instilled fear in the Bosnian Muslims who remained in Bijeljina" by "the

killing of Bosnian Muslim families and looting of their homes"."

30. In this respect, the Chamber's legal findings are consistent with its factual findings. Its

factual findings, including those highlighted above, show the systematic use of Excluded Crimes to

effect the permanent removal objective. In its legal findings, the Chamber held that Excluded

Crimes formed part of the actus reus of tbe JCEI Crimes of forcible transfer and deportation. It

concluded that Serb Forces and Bosnian Serb authorities created an environment of fear through

"ongoing violence and various crimes committed against non-Serbs including inter alia, killings,

cruel and inhumane treatment, unlawful detention, rape and other acts of sexual violence,

discriminatory measures, and wanton destruction of villages, houses and cultural monuments.v'" In

this environment of fear, Muslims and Croats had "no choice but to leave the Municipalities." Thus,

their flight constituted criminal acts of forcible transfer or deportation.F Similarly, the Chamber

found that forcible transfer and deportation victims included Muslims and Croats who "were forced

to leave following attacks against tbeir villages", referencing attacks involving the Excluded Crimes

of murder, cruel treatment, sexual violence, wanton destruction and plunder."

67 Judgement, paras.728-732, 747 cross-referenced in para.2470, fu.8339. Also paras.738-749 (A.3.2), 784-785.
68 Judgement, paras. 1128-1134, 1139-1151 cross-referenced in para.2470, fn.8339. Also paras.1135-1146 (A. 15.2).
69 Judgement, para.1219.
70 Judgement, paras.1462-1464 cross-referenced in paras.2469-2470, fns.8335, 8339. Also paras.1456-1461.
71 Judgement, para.1465.
72 Judgement, para.1466.
73 Judgement, paras.670-672 especially fn.2166. Also para.2478.
74 Judgement, para.2468.
75 Judgement, para.2475. While, theoretically, crimes that form part of the actus reus of ICEl crimes of forcible
displacement need not all fall within the common purpose (see Stanisic & Zupljanin AI, para.917), in this case, the
organised and systematic use of Excluded Crimes to implement the common purpose, coupled with other findings
showing that ICE members embraced the use of these Excluded Crimes to achieve their common purpose, demonstrate
that these Excluded Crimes fell within the conunon purpose.
76 Judgement, para.2470. fn.8339 cross-referencing inter alia paras.728-732. 747 (wanton destruction, plunder,
murder); 1056 (wanton destruction); 1139, 1144-1145 (cross-referencing 1129-1130) (wanton destruction, cruel
treatment, sexual violence, murder); 115'1 (murder, cruel treatment); 1219 (wanton destruction); 1260 (wanton
destruction); 1449 (plunder); 2313 (wanton destruction).
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31. The Chamber's findings show further that Excluded Crimes were not random, unplanned or

isolated. Rather, they formed part of an organised pattern of criminality used to effect permanent

removal. The Chamber found a "systematic and organised pattern of crimes" committed in the

Municipalities " that involved a combination of JCEl and Excluded Crimes, "including inter alia

killings, cruel and inhumane treatment, unlawful detention, rape and other acts of sexual violence,

discriminatory measures, and wanton destruction of villages, houses and cultural monuments.t'"

This pattern of crimes-"committed during the course of well planned and co-ordinated

operations,,79-was used to "creat[e] an environment of fear in which Bosnian Muslims and

Bosnian Croats had no choice but to leave the Municipalities.,,'0

32, These legal and factual fmdings demonstrate that Excluded Crimes were at the core of

expulsion operations in the Municipalities as well as the common purpose, not merely foreseeable

consequences of them. Logic supports the same conclusion: forcibly separating thousands of people

from everything they have-their homes, communities, possessions and livelihoods-carmot

realistically be accomplished without violence. This logic is reflected in the Chamber's findings

that Karadzic and others in the BSL knew that violence was necessary to achieve ethnic separation;

they were prepared to use it; and their forces acted accordingly.

4. KaradziC's reaction to reports of Excluded Crimes reinforces his intent

33. Karadzic's knowing facilitation of Excluded Crimes further underscores his shared intent.'1

From the outset of the conflict, Karadzic received reports of Excluded Crimes. Just as he did with

JCEl Crimes, Karadzic falsely denied these crimes, or his responsibility for them, or falsely assured

the international audience that he would address them. Meanwhile he instituted a policy of inaction

that encouraged and enabled the commission of JCEl Crimes and Excluded Crimes alike.

(a) Karadzic was promptly and repeatedly informed that Serb Forces were

committing Excluded Crimes

34. The Chamber concluded that Karadzic was "well aware" of the "environment of extreme

fear" involving "violence, killings, cruel and inhumane treatment, unlawful detention in terrible

conditions, rape and other acts of sexual violence, discriminatory measures, and destruction of

77 Judgement, para.3445.
78 Judgemeut, para.3443.
79 Judgement, para.3444.
80 Judgement, para.3443.
81 By way of comparison, the Chamber concluded that in Sarajevo, the BSL was on notice that civilians 'were dying
through indiscriminate and disproportionate fire "but allowed this type of fire to continue for a protracted period of
time. Had it not been a part of their plan, this practice would not have persisted unabated for so long." Judgement,
para.4649.
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villages, homes and cultural mouuments" in which non-Serbs were forced to leave the

Municipalities.Y Based on numerous reports of crimes, and in light of the multiple reporting

channels at Karadzic's disposal, the Chamber found that Karadzic learned that Serb Forces were

committing Excluded Crimes including "killings, rapes, and property related offences, from the

beginning of April 1992 onwards't'"-in other words, as soon as the takeovers began.
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35. For example, in early April 1992 a Bijeljina SDS Main Board member informed Karadzic

that 42 individuals had been killed in the takeover of the town." This news came as Karadzic was

receiving media reports that Bijeljina town "had been set alight" and that "a massacre had been

committed against the Muslims".85 Karadzic responded with "a public announcement referring to

the 'regrettable' incidents in Bijeljina, but blamed the BiH Presidency for instigating chaos by

calling fbrmobilisation.,,86 Days later, [REDACTED].87 Karadzic responded by blaming

paramilitaries who he claimed were not under SDS control. 88 In reality, co-JCE member Arkan,89

who commanded paramilitaries during the Zvornik takeover.i" had been "invited by the RS

Presidency to operate in conjunction with local authorities and forces."?'

36. As Serb Forces continued to commit Excluded Crimes, the Chamber found that Karadzic

continued to be informed of them. By "at least May 1992" Karadzic knew of the inadequate

conditions in Bosnian Serb-run detention facilities 92-conditions so "deplorable" that they

amounted to the crime of cruel and inhumane treatmenr"-and these reports only mounted over

time. For instance, on 17 July 1992, the MUP informed him that Muslim civilians were being

detained in "poor" conditions with "no food" and where "international norms" were not observed. 94

Days later, the ICRC reported to Karadzic that it had observed "frequent and widespread traces" of

"severe beatings" and "absolutely insufficient" conditions at Manjaca and had obtained a list of

82 Judgement, paras.3515-3516.
83 Judgement, para.3363.
S4 M.Kicanovic:Exh.D3089, para.18 relied on at Judgement, para.3333.
85 M.Kicanovic:Exh.D3089, para. 18 relied on at Judgement, para.3333.
86 Judgement, para.3333 citing Exh.D394. The Chamber found this was one of the "many different ways" that Karadzic,
"having been informed of crimes in the Municipalities, provided misleading information [... J in relation to these
crimes." Judgement, para.3503 cross-referencing inter alia para.3333.
87 [REDACTEDI Judgemeut, para.3336. [REDACTED].
88 Judgement, para.3336.
89 Judgement, para.3462.
90 Judgement, paras.3183, 3322.
91 Judgement, para.3198. Also paras.1251, 3187, 3231.
92 Judgement, para.3375.
93 Judgemeut, para.251l. Also paras.2507-2510.
94 Exh.Pl096, p.3 relied on at Judgement, para.3367.
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"detainees who allegedly died during detention".95 At talks in London in August 1992, Karadzic

acknowledged that civilians were held in "deplorable conditions,,96

37. A 29 July 1992 MUP report to Karadzic described "massive" and "flagrant" crimes in

Bije1jina carried out after the takeover by paramilitaries, particularly Arkan's Serbian Volunteer

Guard, including "frequent cases" of rape, theft and murder." Likewise, he was informed of the

killing of approximately 200 non-Serb men by Serb Forces at Koricanske Stijene in August 199298

and the execution of many non-Serb men at the Luka Camp in Brcko on 30 September 1992.99 By

the time he was confronted on 18 September 1992 with allegations of "atrocities" including

"executions" and "brutal", "Nazi-like" conditions in camps, Karadzic did not even attempt to deny

these crimes. Instead, he deflected, claiming this was "probably" the case on all sides and denying

only that such crimes were a policy because, as he put it, an "inter-ethnic" and "inter-religious" war

does not require a command to kill. IOO That Karadzic had incited the very inter-ethnic hatred lOl on

which he blithely blamed these violent crimes is revealing as to his intent.

(b) Karadiic encouraged the commission of Excluded Crimes

38. The Chamber found that Karadzic responded to reports of Excluded Crimes with denials,

deflections and a policy of inaction towards-and in some cases outright reward of-perpetrators.

In addition to the denials and deflections noted above,102 over the summer and autumn of 1992,

Karadzic "spent months denying that the conditions in [make-shift detention] centres were

appalling" while failing to intervene to close such camps until such time as they "had already

largely served their purpose of facilitating the process of the forcible removal of non-Serbs, ,,103 In

January 1993, he dismissed allegations that any Bosnian Serb soldier could have raped a woman in

the presence of another soldier as "terrible lies.,,104 In April 1993, Karadzic claimed "he had only

heard of 18 allegations of rape, but the propaganda had turned this into 18,000 cases,,105 and

insisted that "their army could never have committed crime.,,106 In 1994, when meeting with

UNPROFOR, he falsely described the organised, systematic campaign of atrocities carried out by

95 Exh.P3758, pp.5-7 relied on at Judgement, para.3368.
96 Judgement, para.3370 citing Exh.D1142, p.l.
97 Exh.P2900, p.2 relied on at Judgement, para.3335. Also para.232.
98 Judgement, para.3346.
99 Judgement, para.3349 citing H.Okun:Exh.P776, pp.83-84 (T.4224-4225). Also Exh.P786, p.6.
100 Exh.P809, p.3 relied on at Judgement, para.3348.
101 Judgement, paras.2670-2672, 3485-3486.
102 Above paras.35, 37. Also Judgement, para.3503.
103 Judgement, para.3399.
104 Judgement, para.3378.
105 Judgement, para.3356.
106 Judgement, para.3379. Also para. 3380.
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his forces against non-Serbs in Prijedor at the beginning of the warl07 as "civilians [... ]

slaughter[ing] each other".108

39. The Chamber concluded that Karadzic took no genuine steps to prevent or punish the mass

commission of Excluded Crimes by Serb Forces. He responded to reports of "serious crimes

committed by Serb Forces" with "generic orders" that he made "no efforts" to implement and that

did not reflect any "genuine efforts to prevent such crimes.,,109

40. The Chamber found further that, rather than exercising his extensive authority towards

ensuring Excluded Crimes were punished.t'" Karadzic adopted a position of "delaying" the

punishment of crimes against non-Serbs-a general policy not limited to JCEI Crimes-while

falsely assuring intemationals that "war criminals" would be subjected to legal procedures.'!' This

policy was reflected on the ground by a "systemic failure to investigate and prosecute criminal

offences committed against non-Serbs in the Municipalities" such that "in most cases in 1992,

absolutely nothing was done to investigate or prosecute the horrific crimes which were known to

authorities.,,112 For instance, the Chamber found that well-known massacres of non-Serbs were

ignored or covered up1l3 and notorious perpetrators of Excluded Crimes were not held

accountablc'I" while Karadzic promoted and rewarded perpetrators of Excluded Crimes. 1l5 The

Chamber concluded that these rewards and promotions indicated that Karadzic "was indifferent to

whether [the perpetrators] participated in criminal activity directed at non-Serbs during the conflict

as long as the core objectives of the Bosnian Serbs were fulfilled.,,116 However, as the Chamber's

own fmdings demonstrate, "criminal activity directed at non-Serbs"-including the mass,

systematic commission of Excluded Crimes-was how those "core objectives" were actually

fulfilled. I 17 By rewarding and promoting perpetrators of Excluded Crimes, Karadzic was expressing

his support for, not "indifferen[ce] to", the fulfihnent of those objectives through Excluded Crimes.

41. The Chamber found that Karadzic's failure to exercise his immense authority'I'' to

adequately prevent or punish crimes against non-Serbs "signalled to Serb Forces and Bosnian Serb

Political and Govemmental Organs that criminal acts committed against non-Serbs were tolerated

107 E.g. below paras.131-139.
108Judgement, para.3359.
109 Judgement, para.341O.
110 E.g. Judgement, paras.3493, 3500.
111 Judgement, paras.Sal S, 3425.
112 Judgement, para.3425.
I1l E.g. Judgement. para.3415.
114 E.g. Judgement, paras.3416, 3418.
115 Judgement, paras.3428-3432.
116 Judgement, para.3433.
117Above paras.27-32.
118 Judgement, paras.3493, 6047.
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throughout the period of the Overarching JCE.,,119 Likewise, Karadzic's false denials and

"disingenuous portrayal of the reality on the ground [... ] created an environment in which Bosnian

Serbs could continue to conunit the crimes through which the common purpose of the Overarching

JCE was implemented. ,,120 The Chamber appeared to limit this conclusion to JCEI Crimes,

presumably because it was assessing Karadzic's JCE contributions. However, its predicate findings

on Karadzic's false denials and disingenuous statements apply equally to JCEI Crimes and

Excluded Crimes. 121 Thus, its conclusion that Karadzic created an environment that permitted

crimes logically also applies to the Excluded Crimes.

42. Karadfic's reaction to reports of Excluded Crimes reflects and supports his longstanding

intent. Prior to the conflict he knew such crimes were necessary to achieve the common purpose

and was prepared to rise them. It is therefore no surprise that, once the conflict broke out, he

encouraged and enabled Excluded Crimes by falsely denying or minimising them and instituting a

policy of inaction against the perpetrators.

5. Karadzic steadfastly pursued the common criminal purpose

43. Karadzic "persisted with promoting the objectives of ethnic separation and the territorial

claims of the Bosnian Serbs into 1995.,,122 He did so in the face of a steady stream of information

demonstrating that Excluded Crimes were integral to the implementation of the common purpose,

further illustrating his intent.

6. Other JCE members shared the intent for the Excluded Crimes

44. The Chamber's findings demonstrate that other JCE members shared Karadzic's intent for

the Excluded Crimes.123 Momcilo Krajisnik, Nikola Koljevic, Biljana Plavsie, Ratko Mladie, Mieo

Stanisic and Momcilo Mandie were at the senior-most levels of the BSL,124 The Chamber found

this leadership was collectively put on notice that the objective of ethnic separation would result in

violence and was nevertheless prepared to use force and violence against Muslims and Croats to

achieve it.125 Other indications in the Judgement of JCE members' shared intent for Excluded

Crimes include:

119 Judgement, para.3501.
120 Judgement, para,3504~
121 Above paras.S'i, 37-38.
122 JUdgement, par a.3487.
123 Judgement, para.3462.
124 E.g. Judgement, par.s.3242, 3266, 3299, 3306-3307, 3450, 3453-3455~

125 Above paras.23-24.
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• Ratko Mladic commanded the VRS as it systematically committed Excluded Crimes. VRS

forces murdered'<" and mistreated civilians.l" forced detainees to work on the front lines128

and plundered!" and wantonly destroyed non-Serb property.F" Mladic openly advocated the

destruction of mosques, 131 boasted that he "kicked the hell out of the Turks" and killed them

"in passing" because "who gives a fuck for them!,,132 and told the RS Assembly that his

concern was to have the Muslims and Croats "vanish completely".133

• RS Presidency member Biljana Plavsic was warned by BiH MUP official and Defence

witness Vitomir Zepinic that separating the ethnic communities would result in "violence

and thousands of innocent civilians would be killed.,,134 This was no obstacle for Plavsic,

who stated that "the Bosnian Muslims should be slaughtered or exterminated" and "if it

takes the lives of 3 million people to solve this crisis, let's get it done and move on.,,135

Plavsic openly supported and invited paramilitary units to the RS,136 including JCE member

Arkan,137 whose men committed Excluded Crimes such as murder, cruel treatment, and

property crimes.!" Following Arkan's brutal takeover of Bijeljina, Plavsic was filmed

kissing Arkan and praising him for "liberat[ing]" the town. 139

• Mico Stanisic, Interior Minister, commanded MUP forces responsible for committing mass,

systematic Excluded Crimes. At MUP-operated detention facilities, detainees were

systematically beaten, raped, killed and subjected to deplorable conditions and forced

labour.140 Well aware of mistreatment and poor conditions in detention Iacilities.i" Stanisic

126 E.g. Judgement, paras.642, 644, 659-661, 1060-1065, 1619-1620, 1623-1624, 1636-1637, 1954-1960, 1975-1978,
2148-2149,2156-2158.
127 E.g. Judgement, paras.642, 644, 647, 649-654, 657, 970-971,1071,1986.
128 E.g. Judgement, paras.642, 644, 655, 657, 2148-2149, 2267,
129 E,g, Judgement, paras.Saz, 644, 647, 1060, 1620-1621,2268,
130 E,g, Judgemeut, paras,970-971, 1068, 1133, 1618-1621.
131 Judgement, para.3358.
132 Exh,P4442 relied on ot Judgement, para,2771.
133 Judgement, para,2766.
134 Judgement, para.2823.
135 Judgement, para,2727, Also paras,3259, 3449,
136 Judgement, paras.3195, 3261, 3451, 3457,
137 Judgement, para.3462. Also paras.3457, 3459.
138 Judgement, para,3324.
139 Judgement, paras.626, 3260, 3322, 3457.
140 E.g. Kula Prison (murder; beatings; poor conditions; forced labour). Jodgement, paras.2138-2140, 2143, 2145-2149,
2152-2155. Omarska (murder; beatings; sexual violence; poor conditions), Judgement, paras.I'to l , 1754-1768, 1774
1781. Sanski Most SID Building and Prison (beatings; poor conditions), JUdgement, paras.Isb l, 1983-1986, 1991.
Krings Hall (murder; beatings; poor conditious). Judgement, paras.2013, 2015-2016, 2018. Susica Camp (murder;
beatings; rape and other sexual violence; poor conditions; forced labour; appropriation of property), Judgement,
p,aras.1182, 1185-1186, 1188-1195, 1201, 1207, 1213. Alsopara,3456.

41 Judgemeut, para.3364 citing M'Mandic'Exh.CZ, pp.278, 457 (T.8919, 9111), Also Exh,PI096, p.3 relied on at
Judgement, para,3367.
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I

I

I

failed to take adequate measures to address these crimes,142 and implemented the policy of
.. .. S b 1~not prosecutmg cnmes agamst non- er s.

• Momcilo Mandie, Deputy Interior Minister and later Justice Minister, together with Stanisic,

was "closely involved with the units carrying out the operations to forcibly remove

non-Serbs from the Municipalities as well as the commission of other crimes.,,144 Well

aware of mistreatment and poor conditions in detention facilities,t45 Mandie failed to take

adequate measures to address these crimes.t" personally arranged for detainees to perform

forced labour in Ilidza and Vogosca147 and implemented the policy of not prosecuting
. . S b 148cnmes against non- er s.

7. All the Excluded Crimes fell within the common criminal purpose

45. All the Excluded Crimes 149 should be reclassified as JCEI Crimes. While, theoretically,

violent acts could be committed simultaneously with a permanent removal objective but not form

part of its implementation, that is not the case with the Excluded Crimes. The Chamber's own

findings demonstrate that every category of Excluded Crimes formed part of a systematic pattern of

violence that Karadzic and other JCE members embraced to accomplish their shared objective. 150

As discussed above, the Chamber found that:

• Karadzic and other JCE members were prepared to use violence against Muslims and Croats

to achieve the common purpose and knew that violence was necessary to achieve it.151

• Murder, cruel and inhumane treatment, rape and other acts of sexual violence and wanton

destruction fonned part of the actus reus of deportation and forcible transfer. 152

142 JUdgement,paras.3397, 3399, 3413.
143 Judgemeut, para3413.
144 Judgement, para.3456.
145 Jndgement, para.3364 citing M.Mandic:Exh.C2, pp.278, 457 (T.8919, 9111). Also M.Mandic:Exh.C2, p.276
(T.8917).
146 Judgemeut, paras.3384, 3397, 3399, 3413.
147 Judgement, paras.2149, 2427, 3311.
148 Judgement, para.3413. .
149 The Chamber found that the underlying acts of persecution that fall within the Excluded Crimes satisfied all the
elements of persecution, including discriminatory intent (Judgement, paras.2483-2484, 2512-2518, 2536-2538, 2545
2547,2555-2559), and found that the common purpose was expressly discriminatory (para.3447). Thus, a finding by
the Appeals Chamber that Excluded Crimes form part of the common purpose equally demonstrates that persecution
through those underlying acts also forms part of the commonpurpose.
150 Given the broadgeographic scope of the commonpurposeand theleadershiproles of the ICE members, the analysis
of shared intentis focused on the JCE members' intentfor the typeor category of crime. See SainovicAJ, para.1491.
151 Above paras.21-24.
152 Above para.30.
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• These same Excluded Crimes were "committed during the course of well planned and

co-ordinated operations [... ] follow[ing] a similar pattem across the Municipalities't.P"

• Karadzic leamed of Excluded Crimes including "killings, rapes, and property related

offences, from the beginning of April 1992 onwards";154 was "well aware" of the

"environment of extreme fear" involving "killings, cruel and inhumane treatment, unlawful

detention in terrible conditions, rape and other acts of sexual violence, [... ] and [property]

destruction" in which non-Serbs were forced to leave the Municipalities;J55 and "continued

to receive information about [Excluded Cjrimes" including "beatings, rapes, robberies,

killing and forced labour" into 1994.156

• Karadzic persistently denied and deflected Excluded Crimes, while he and other ICE

members implemented a general non-punishment policy with the result that "in most cases

in 1992, absolutely nothing was done to investigate or prosecute the horrific crimes which

were known to authorities. ,,157

46. These findings are sufficient to bring all Excluded Crimes within the common purpose.

Additional findings reinforce this conclusion. For example:

1. Murder/extermination: As noted above,158 before the conflict began, Karadzic repeatedly

threatened murder and extermination of non-Serbs.i" warning, for instance, that Muslims

would be "annihilated",160 face "possible extinction"!" "and "disappear from the face of the

earth" in a "real bloodbath".162 Clearly, murder and extermination'I" were, from the outset,

integral to Karadzic's and the BSL's strategy for protecting its interests and implementing

its objectives.

n. Cruel/inhumane treatment and forced labour: The Chamber's findings demonstrate that

cmel treatment was at the heart of the permanent removal objective. Serb Forces

deliberatcly'I" SUbjected Muslims and Croats to "an egregious level of mistreatment,,165

153 Judgement, paras.3443-3444. Also above para.31.
154 Judgement, para.3363. Also paras.3339, 3342-3345, 3356-3360, 3372-3373.
155 Judgement, paras.3515-3516. Also above paras.34-37.
156 Judgement,para.3360.
157 Judgement,para.3425. Also above paras.38-41.
158 Above para.22.
159 E.g. Judgement, paras.2643, 2675-2681, 2691-2693, 2707-2708.
160 Judgement; para.2677.
161 Judgement, paras.2675-2676, 2708.
162 Judgement, para.2678.
163 The intended massive scale of the killings is evident from statements that deaths would be on the scale of
"annihilation" or "extinction". E.g. Judgement, paras.2675-2677, 2692, 2697.
164 Judgement, paras.2498, 2505, 2511, 2512, 2536, 3518.
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across the Municipalities, including through widespread and systematic torture, beatings and

other forms of physical mistreatrnentr'" verbal and mental abuse, humiliation, intimidation,

and threats;167 rape and other acts of sexual violence.l'" and the deliberate imposition"? of

"deplorable" conditions.t''' The unlawful detention of civilians-a JCEI Crime l71-went

hand-in-hand with the establishment and perpetuation of inhumane living conditions "in the

overwhelming majority of detention facilities referred to in the Indictment.,,172 In every

detention facility where the Chamber found unlawful detention, it also found cruel or

inhumane treatment through some combination of torture, beatings, physical and

psychological abuse; rape and other acts of sexual violence; and/or iuhumane conditions.V"

Separating unlawful detention from the accompanying mistreatment of prisoners ignores the

reality on the ground.

iii. Wanton destruction and plunder: As noted above, in 1991, Karadzic both threatened and

knew that a potential conflict would involve mass property destruction.'?" Once the conflict

broke out, Serb Forces put Karadzic's vision into practice, destroying entire Muslim and

Croat villages and demolishing sacred sites across the Municipalities.I" Karadzic

acknowledged the prevalence of 100tingl76 and facilitated the use of abandoned non-Serb

housing by Serb refugees, which "had the effect of ensuring that non-Serbs who had fled

their homes did not return to Serb held territory."!" The destruction of mosques-a crime

Mladic advocated in Karadzic's presenceI78_"was seen by Bosnian Serbs as a way in

which Bosnian Muslims would 'lose a motive to return to their villages. ",179 Serb Forces in

Vlasenica were "ordered to torch all Bosnian Muslim houses" to prevent their return. 180

165 Judgement, para.2485.
166 Judgement, paras.2486-2492.
[67 Judgement, paras.2492-2494.
[68 Judgement, paras.2500-2503.
[69 Judgement, para.3518.
[70 Judgement, paras.2507-251O. Also para.251!.
171 Judgement, para.3466.
172 Judgement, para.2510. Also para.251!.
173 Compare detention facilities referenced in Judgement, paras.2485-2518 with detention facilities referenced in
raras.2522-2530.

74 Judgement, paras.2692 (citing Exhs.D86, pp.40-41; P1353, p.4; KDZ31O:T.9191), 2708, 2719.
175 E.g. Judgement, paras.2548, 2552.
[76 Judgement, para.334!. Also paras.3339, 3342-3345, 3357.
177 Judgement, para.340!. Also para.2162.
178 Judgement, para3358.
179 Judgement, para.I06?
[80 Judgement, para.2555. Also para.2472.
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Plunder was agreed upon by tbe BSL as the "the price to pay" for Arkan's engagement in

Bijeljina and Zvornik. l8l

C. Impact on genocidal intent analysis

47. The Chamber's erroneous conclusion on the scope of the common purpose resulted in a

flawed genocidal intent analysis based on an erroneous premise.182 The Chamber acknowledged

that the question of the ICE members' genocidal intent "is intrinsically connected to all of the

evidence on the record pertaining to the existence and the scope of the Overarching ICE,.l83 In

analysing genocidal intent, the Chamber expressly relied on "its findings on the objectives of the

[BSL]".184 It is self-evident that a common criminal purpose encompassing murder, extermination

and cruel or inhumane treatment-corresponding to genocidal acts under Articles 4(2)(a)-(c)-is

more reflective of ICE members' genocidal intent than a common purpose where genocidal acts are

unleashed not as an integral part of its execution, but merely as foreseeable consequences..

D. Remedy

48. The Appeals Chamber should correct the Chamber's errors. It should find that the Excluded

Crimes formed part of the common purpose of the Overarching ICE and that Karadzic shared the

intent for those crimes with other ICE members. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber should

substitute the finding that Karadzic is responsible for the Excluded Crimes pursuant to the third

category of ICE with a finding that he is responsible pursuant to the first category of ICE. The

Appeals Chamber should also re-evaluate genocidal intent under Count 1 together with the

re-evaluation of genocidal intent requested under Grounds 2 and 3. In accordance with the overall

remedy requested under Ground 3, it should fmd that Karadzic and other ICE members shared the

intent to commit genocide and enter a conviction under Count 1.185 Finally, for both the substituted

ICEI convictions 186 and the Count 1 conviction, the Chamber should increase Karadzic's sentence.

181 Judgement, para.616 citing Mjjavidovic.Bxh.Pzxcg, para.66.
182 Also below Sub-Ground 3(C).
183 Judgement, para.2592 (emphasis added).
184 Judgement, para.2625.
185 Below para.147.
186 Substituting a JCE3 conviction with a ICEl conviction warrants an increased sentence in light of both the
heightened mens rea and more direct relationship between the accused's ICE contribution and the crimes. E.g. Krstic
AI, para.268 (replacing a conviction under ICEl with an aiding and abettingconviction merits a lower sentence in part
due to the lower mens rea).
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III. GROUND 2: MUSLIMS AND CROATS WERE SUBJECTED TO

DESTRUCTIVE CONDITIONS OF LIFE WITmN THE MEANING OF

ARTICLE 4(2)(C)

2585

49. The Chamber found that across the Municipalities-including in every one of the Count 1

Municipalities-Serb Forces and Bosnian Serb Political and Governmental Organs detained

thousands of members of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat groups (collectively, the

"Groups") in make-shift detention facilities and prisons.l'" They subjected detainees to "egregious"

mistreatment, including torture, beatings, harassment, constant humiliation and degradation.i'" rape

and other "horrific" acts of sexual violence, causing the "utmost humiliation and degradation to the

dignity of the victims".189 Many detainees were murdered-some were executed, while others died

as a result of the cruel and inhumane treatment inflicted upon them.190

50. Alongside the killings and abuse, Serb Forces and Bosnian Serb Political and Governmental

Organs deliberately imposed "deplorable" conditions of detention.l'" These conditions killed some

detainees and had long-lasting and debilitating effects on others. 192 The Chamber acknowledged the

serious impact of these conditions of detention but nevertheless concluded-with virtually no

analysis-that the elements of Article 4(2)(c) had not been established.193 As a result, when the

Chamber analysed genocidal intent, it considered the thousands of Muslims and Croats subjected to

these appalling detention conditions in the Count I Municipalities as among those who were, for the

Chamber, merely "displaced" (through their eventual release and expulsion) rather than among

those subjected to genocidal acts under Article 4(2)194 This categorisation fails to adequately

capture the destructive impact that this mass incarceration in deplorable conditions had on the

targeted cormnunities in the Count I Municipalities.v"

181 Judgement, paras.2522, 3465. Also e.g. paras.888 (Foda), 1174, 1187 (Vlasenica), 1305 (Zvornik), 1749, 1793,
1851-1852 (Prijedor), 1995 (SauskiMost).
188 Judgement, para.2485. Also paras.2486-2494, 2497-2499 (incorporating factual findings from detention facilities in
all Count 1 Municipalities).
189 Judgement, paras.2504-2506. Also paras.2500-2503 (including findings relating to detention facilities in four of the
seven Count 1 Municipalities-c-Foca, Prijedor, Vlasenica and Zvornik).
190 Judgement, paras.2447-2448 (incorporating factual findings from detention facilities in all Count 1 Municipalities).
Also para.2461.
191 Judgement, paras.2507-251i (incorporating factual findings' from detention facilities in all the Count 1
Municipalities). In addition, in at least two of the -seven Count 1 Municipalities-c-Foda and Vlasenica-detainees were
forced to perform exhausting labour. Generally Judgement, paras.2531-2538. Also below para.75 (6" bullet).
192 Below paras.74-75.
193 Judgement, para.2587 ("While the conditions in the detention facilities in the Count 1 Municipalities were dreadful
and had serious effects OJ]. the detainees, the Chamber is not convinced that the evidence before it demonstrates that they
ultimately sought the physical destruction of the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats.").
194 Judgement, para.2624.
195 Below paras.119-120, 135, 138.
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51. In reaching its conclusion on the elements of Article 4(2)(c), the Chamber erred in law by

failing to provide a reasoned opinion and/or improperly compartmentalising its analysis of the

evidence. Alternatively, the Chamber reached a conclusion that no reasonable trial chamber could

have reached. 196

A. Sub-Ground 21M: The Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion

52. In determining whether the elements of Article 4(2)(c) were established, the Chamber

summarised its earlier factual findings regarding deplorable and degrading conditions deliberately

imposed on detainees.i'" The Chamber found that conditions in the detention facilities in the Count

I Municipalities ("Count I Facilities") were "dreadful and had serious effects on the detainees", in

some cases causing death.198 Nevertheless, the Chamber concluded, without explanation, that the

evidence did not demonstrate that "they ultimately sought the physical destrnction of the Bosnian

Muslims and Bosnian Croats".199

53. To provide a reasoned opinion, the Chamber was required to give some indication of the

legal and/or factual basis for its conclusion that the elements of Article 4(2)(c) were not satisfied.

This is particularly so given .the Chamber's recognition that conditions commonly identified as

falling within the scope of Article 4(2)(c) were deliberately imposed in the Count I Facilities with

serious consequences-including deaths-for those detained.r'" Instead, the Chamber merely

restated aspects of the Tribunal's jurisprudence'?' "without explaining why" that jurisprudence

d . I' 202supporte Its cone USlOn.

54. Furthermore, the Chamber failed to discuss issues that it accepted were relevant. For

example, despite acknowledging the relevance of direct evidence that conditions were aimed at

196 The Prosecution does not proceed with its appeal under Ground 2 for the following facilities:
- Bratunac: football stadium (C.6.1);
- Foca: Karaman's house (CIO.2), Buk Bijela Worker's Huts (C. lOA), Livade TO warehouses (C.IO.6);
- Kljuc: Sill Building (CI5.1), Nikola Mackie school (CI5.2), VelagiCi school (C.15.3);
- Prijedor: Ljubija football stadimn (C20.6);
- Sanski Most: Magarica military facility (C.22.5);
- Zvornik: Celopek Dam Culture (C.27.1), Alhos Factory (C27.3), Novi Izvor (Ciglana) (C.27A), Drinjaca Dam

Culture (C27.5), Ekonornija Farm (C.27.6), Standard Factory (C27.7).
197 Judgement, paras.2584-2585.
198 Judgement, paras.2584, 2587.
199 Judgement, para.2587.
200 See Judgement, paras.2507-2511 (incorporating factual fmdings from detention facilities in all the Count I
Municipalities), 2584, 2587. Compare also para.547 with paras.2583-2585. Further below paras.74-75.
201 See Judgement, paras.2583, 2586. Also paras.546-548. .
202 See Uwinkindi Decision, para.20 (merely restating Tribunal jurisprudence, without explaining why the jurisprudence
supports the chamber's decision, constitutes a failure to provide a reasoned opinion). Also Prlic Decision, para. 16 ("a
Trial Chamber must, at a minimum, provide reasoning in support of its findings on the substantive considerations
relevant for a decision"),
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physical destruction.P" the Chamber made no reference to direct evidence on the record. Such

evidence includes that of a detainee who surmised that the dreadful conditions at KP Dom Foca

were aimed at "hav[ing] a certain number of people go to their death in a different way,,204 This

assessment is consistent with the Chamber's own fmdings that: KP Dom Foca detainees were

"deliberately housed in cramped conditions" despite adequate space being available;205 clothes

made from blankets to combat the harsh winter temperatures were confiscatedr'?" detainees

experienced "severe weight loss" as a result of a "deliberate policy" to feed them barely enough for

their survival;207 and any attempts by detainees to improve their living conditions were punishcd.j'"

ln its Article 4(2)(c) analysis, the Chamber did not discuss such findings and evidence,209 even

though they go directly to a determination of whether the conditions were aimed at bringing about

physical destruction. Nor did it explain why-in the face of such findings and evidence-it

nevertheless considered that conditions at KP Dom Foca did not satisfy the elements of

Article 4(2)( c).

55. The Chamber also failed to discuss the objective probability of the conditions leading to

physical destruction, despite having held that this was relevant.t'" It did not discuss the "illustrative

factors to be considered in evaluating the criterion of prohahility'r'!' aside from briefly appraising

the actual nature of the conditions.t'r' The Chamber made no reference to the period of time

detainees were subjected to such conditions, which in some cases was many months,213 or to the

acute vulnerability of the Group members subjected to those conditions-due to their status as

detainees and other factors including gender, age, health status and regular exposure to torture, cruel

treatruent and killings.214

56. Given the compelling evidence demonstrating the objective probability of the conditions

leading to physical destruction of Groups in part,215 the Chamber was obliged at least to state

whether this criterion was established for any of the Count 1 Facilities, with some reference to

203 See Judgement, para.548.
204 KDZ239:Exh.P3336, p.133 (T.1312) relied on at Judgement, para.893 (fn.2941),
205 Jndgement, para.889. Also paras.Bx l, 888.
206 Judgement, para.891.
207 Judgement, paras.893-894. Also para.2514.
208 Judgement, para.892. Also para.2492.
209 See Judgement, paras.2507-2509 (making only summary findings on common conditions across Count I Facilities
with some general cross-references to "C.IO.i" (KP Dam Focaf).
210 See Judgement, para.548.
211 Judgement, para.548.
212 Judgement, paras.2584--2585.
213 E.g. Judgement, paras.881-882, 888 (KP Dom Foca operated between at least April and December 1992), 1181,
1184, 1200-1201 (Susica operated between May and September 1992), 1818, 1821 (Trnopolje operated for over four
months frnm May 1992).
214 E.g. Judgement, paras.2523-2525, 2528-2529. Also below paras.63-64. Compare Judgement, paras.2583-2587 with
rara.2535.

15 Below Sub-Ground 2(C).
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factors relevant to that determination.i'" If this criterion was established, the Chamber was then

obliged to state why it nevertheless considered that the elements of Article 4(2)(c) were not met.

The objective probability assessment and the underlying "illustrative factors" are relevant

considerations that a reasonable trial chamber "would have been expected to take into account

before coming to a decision" regarding the elements of Article 4(2)(c) and therefore should have

discussed.217

57. The Chamber's failure to explain how it applied the jurisprudence to the facts of this case

and to analyse key factors and evidence relevant to assessing Article 4(2)(c) has left the parties to

guess at the reasoning underpinning its conclusion. The Chamber therefore erred in law by failing

to provide a reasoned opinion. To correct this error, the Appeals Chamber should consider the

Chamber's factual findings and relevant evidence and conduct its own Article 4(2)(c) analysis?18

As set out below,219 the only reasonable conclusion is that Group members were subjected to

destructive conditions within the meaning of Article 4(2)(c).

B. Sub-Ground 2m): The Chamber compartmentalised its analysis

58. The Chamber erred in law by compartmentalising its analysis of the evidence when

assessing whether conditions in Count I Facilities satisfied the elements of Article 4(2)(c). The

Chamber ignored evidence relevant to this assessment including the widespread killings and acts

causing serious bodily or mental harm (together, "other genocidal acts") that were a daily fact of

life in these facilities, as well as other relevant evidence. Such an approach goes against Appeals

Chamber jurisprudence requiring trial chambers to identify "all the legal implications of the

evidence presented" and evaluate such evidence "holistically".220 An assessment of the conditions

in their full and proper context leads to the conclusion that the elements of Article 4(2)(c) are

satisfied.

59. The Chamber was satisfied that Group members were subjected to killings and acts causing

serious bodily or mental harm in the Count I Facilities, constituting genocidal acts under Articles

4(2)(a) and 4(2)(b).221 In assessmg whether those Group members were also subjected to

destructive conditions, the Chamber explicitly "limitjed] its assessment" to a subset, of the

216 Compare Judgement, paras.2583-2587 (the Chamber's global Article 4(2)(c) anaJysis) with Brdanin TJ, paras.904
962 (providing an Article 4(2)(c) analysis for each facility for which sufficient evidence of inhumane conditions was
presented). Also Karadiic98bis AJ, paras.47-50 (finding the Chamber erred in concluding that the Rule 98bis standard
was not met for Article 4(2)(c), referring specifically to Keraterm, Omarska, Tmopolje, KP Dom Foca, Betonirka and
Susica).
217 SainovicDecision, para.6.
21' See Ndindiliyimana AJ, paras.293, 316; Tolimir AI, paras.10, 433; Popovic AJ, para. 1065. Also below para.n.
219 Below Sub-Ground 2(e).
220 Tolimir AJ, paras.206, 210-211. Also e.g. Halilovic AJ, para.128.

I
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conditions alleged by the Prosecution222-namely, acts which hadnot already been found to cause

"serious bodily or mental harm". 223 That subset of couditions included the imposition of inhumane

living conditions, forced labour and the failure to provide adequate accommodation, shelter, food,

water, medical care or hygienic sanitation facilities.224 The Chamber also excluded killings from the

scope of its Article 4(2)(c) analysis. 225 Even assuming the Chamber was correct to exclude other

genocidal acts as conditions of detention per se, those acts were nevertheless relevant to an

assessment of both the severity of the conditions, and whether they were aimed at physical

dcstrucuon.r" Yet the Chamber failed to consider the implications of this evidence.

60. The Chamber's compartmentalisation went beyond its disregard of other genocidal acts. The

Chamber also analysed detention conditions without considering the particular circumstances of

detainees. In discussing the applicable law, it acknowledged that the context in which conditions are

imposed-including the "vulnerability" of those subjected to them-is relevant to an

Article 4(2)( c) assessment. 227 Yet when it conducted that assessment, the Chamber made no

reference to findings and evidence demonstrating the acute vulnerability of detainees in Count 1

Facilities2 28 This again reveals a failure to evaluate the evidence holistically.

1. The context of detention supports the conclusion that the Article 4(2)(c) elements were

established

61. The context in which Group members were detained-including the commission of other

genocidal acts-supports the conclusion that the elements of Article 4(2)(c) were satisfied in two

ways. First, this context-including both the vulnerability of the detainees, as well as their constant

exposure to other genocidal acts-exacerbated the effect of detention conditions, rendering them

more destructive. Second, the systematic, deadly violence that was simultaneously inflicted on

detainees in these facilities demonstrates that the inhumane conditions were aimed at physical

destruction.

221 Judgement, paras.2578-2582.
222 Indictment, paraAO(c).
223 Judgement, para.2583. Also para.546 (fn.1738). Further paras.2580-2582.
224 Judgement, para.2583.
225 Judgement, paras.546, 2586. Also fn.1738.
226 Below paras.61-69.
227 Judgement, para.548. Also above para.55.
228 Below paras.63-64.
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(a) The context in which conditions were imposed amplified their destructive

nature

62. The Chamber's compartmentalised approach to the evidence led it to analyse a sanitised

version of events in detention facilities, without due regard to the way in which the surrounding

circumstances amplified the destructive nature of detention conditions. This obscured the full

picture of the misery, suffering and physical deterioration of detainees.

63. First, the evidence and the Chamber's factual findings demonstrate the acute vulnerability of

detainees in Count I Facilities. They were unlawfully detained on the basis of their ethnicity, and

found themselves at the whim of guards and commanders who operated entirely outside the law.229

Detainees included women, children, elderly, mentally impaired, sick and infirm individuals.r'"

who were often separated from their families and carcgivcrs.r" For example, elderly detainees

included women and men in their 70s and 80S?32 Omarska detainees included a 13-year-old boy

"whose both arms had been freshly broken" and who was unable to feed himself.233 Numerous KP

Dom Foca detainees suffered from mentae34 or physical235 disorders including schizophrenia and

serious heart conditions. It is self-evident that inhumane conditions would have a greater destructive

impact on such detainees.

64. Moreover, many detainees were already physically or psychologically weakened before

their detention due to prior mistreatment by Serb Forces, rendering them more vulnerable to the

inhumane conditions subsequently imposed upon them?36 Likewise, being exposed to and

victimised by other genocidal acts within the camps left detainees physically and mentally broken

and therefore more susceptible to lack of adequate medical care and other basic necessitics.F"

65. Lastly, the evidence and the Chamber's factual findings show that the threat of death or

mistreatment aggravated the conditions in Count I Facilities. While the Chamber recognised some

229 E.g. Judgement. paras.2523-2529. Also above paras.38-41.
230 E.g. Judgement. paras.767. 780 (BralUnac), 883, 896 (Foda}, 1163-1164, 1167, 1184, 1186-1187, 1194, 1201
(Vlasenica), 1740, 1744, 1747, 1749,1753 (Prijedor), 1982, 1991 (Sanski Most). Tmopolje in particnlar was largely
dedicated to the detention of women, children and elderly. Judgement, para.1818. Also paras.906, 1754, 1762, 2525,
2527,3518.
231 E.g. Judgement. paras.916-917 (Poca), 1186 (Vlasenica), 1628, 1818 (Prijedor).
232 E.g. KDZOI7:Exh.P3568, p.54 (T.2821); I.Osmanovic:Exh.P3212, para.114; [REDACTED]; Judgement, para.906
(fn.3005) (identifying Mensnd Pasovic as a detainee taken out of KP Dam Foca and killed); A.MaSovic:Exh.P4853,
~.107 (listing Pasovic as being born in 1905).

33 M.Sejmenovic:T.20495 relied on at Judgement, para.1754 (fn.6001).
234 KDZ239:Exh.P3336, pp.39-40 (T.1218-1219) and KDZOI7:Exh.P3568, pp.27, 121 (T.2794, 2888) relied on at
Judgement, para.906 (B.8.1).
235 E.g. KDZ239:Exh.P3336, pAl (T.1220). Also below para.74 (2" bullet) (detainee Esad Hadfic died from internal
bleeding after his ulcer medication ran out),
236 See .ludgement, paras.2495-2496, 2499, 2512, 2525. FUr/her e.g. paras.895 (Foca), 1883 (prijedor).
237 See Judgement, paras.2493, 2497, 2499, 2505, 2507, 2512, 2580-2582. Further e.g. paras.895 (Foca), 1986, 1997
(Sanski Most). Below paras.74-75.
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I

!

limited interaction between cruel treatment and detention conditions in the context of forced

labour,238 the record demonstrates a pervasive threat of death or abuse for detainees who attempted

to avail themselves of the already meagre provision of necessities of life. For instance, the effect of

insufficient food was exacerbated by the risk of being beaten during meals.239 Some detainees

"didn't dare" risk the exposure that accompanied attending meals at Omarska despite not having

eaten for days "because they were afraid that they would be beaten up or killed at any moment".240

Poor hygienic conditions were compounded by the risk of being beaten when using-or merely

asking to use-toilet facilities or when accessing water.241 For example, a Susica detainee "was

ordered by the guards to beat the men trying to go to the bathroom so that they couldn't relieve

themselves".242

66. The Chamber's anodyne list of poor conditions does not adequately capture the severity of

the conditions of detention or their actual impact on detainees. A proper assessment of the context

in which those conditions were inflicted reveals that they were not merely "dreadful" for those who

endured them,243 but also aimed at their physical destruction.I"

(b) The commission of other genocidal acts demonstrates that conditions were

aimed at physical destruction

67. The Chamber's compartmentalised approach led it to ignore its own findings showing that

the same authorities who imposed deplorable detention conditions in Count 1 Facilities were

simultaneously killing, raping and abusing detainees or enabling these other genocidal acts in the

very same facilities. This further supports the conclusion that those conditions were aimed at

physical destruction. For example:

• Serb Forces murdered over 200 of the 500-600 non-Serbs held at KP Dom Foca during the

second half of 1992.245

• MUP officers executed all 140 prisoners remaining at Susica camp in September 1992 after

detainees there had endured months of appalling conditions and misrrearment.r"

238 Judgement, para.2585.
239 Judgement, para.2492. E.g. paras.900 (Foca), 1754, 1798 (Prijedor). Moreover, detainees working in the Omarska
kitchen were warned they would be shot if they gave out too muchbread. Judgement, para. 1773 (Prijedor).
240 KDZ074:Exh.P709, pA9 (T.2339).
241 Jndgement, para.2492. E.g. paras.1166, 1177, 1189 (Vlasenica), 1755, 1858 (Prijedor).
242 I.Osmanovic:Exh.P3212, para. 122 relied on at Judgement, para. 1189 (fnA083). Also KDZ273:Exh.P3528. pp.31, 70
(when Omarska detainees asked to use the toilet or drink water, "many of themdidn't return afterthat"; "[p]eople were
afraidof dying all the time; every minute,every second").
243 JUdgement, para.2587.
244 Below paras.71-73.
245 See Judgement, paras.888, 904-911, 2447 (fu.8238), 2461 (B.8.1). Also paras.2578-2579.
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• Serb Forces massacred at least 190 detainees held in Keraterm's Room 3 in late July

1992.247

• Police forces executed approximately 200 non-Serb men at Koricanske Stijene, including

men taken from Tmopolje as camp officials rushed to "empty the camp" in advance of the

arrival of journalists and JCRC representatives in August 1992248

• Serb Forces beat to death or shot dead hundreds of Omarska detainees during the period of

its operation."? executed at least ISO non-Serb detainees from the Brdo region at Omarska

in July 1992250 and shot dead at least 120 men and women taken from Keraterm and

Omarska in August 1992.251

• Serb Forces executed approximately 160 of the 750 men detained at Karakaj Technical

School in Zvomik in June 1992,252 while taking another "large number" to Gero's

Slaughterhouse for execution?53

• In addition to detainees who died of suffocation at the Vuk Karadzic School in Bratunac,

dozens of others were beaten to death or executed by Serb Forces. 254

Moreover, beatings, sexual violence and other forms of mistreatment were hallmarks of detention in

th C 1 F 'Ii' 255e ount aci ties,

68. The simultaneous commission by Serb Forces of mass executions and horrific acts of cruel

treatment against detainees held in the Count 1 Facilities leads to the inference that the deplorable

conditions of detention were equally aimed at physical destruction.

2. Conclusion

69. By analysing detention conditions in Count 1 Facilities without due regard to the totality of

the circumstances, the Chamber failed to adequately account for the destructive impact of such

conditions or properly assess whether the conditions were aimed at physical destruction. As set out

246 Judgement, paras.1208-1213, 2447 (fn.8246), 2461 (B.18.2). Also paras.1188-1197, 1200-1201 (C.25.1), 2578-2579.
247 Judgement, paras.1806-1815, 2447 (fn.8243), 2461 (B.15.!). Also paras.2578-2579.
248 Judgement. paras. 1587, 1833-1847, 1850, 2447 (fn.8243), 2461 (B.15.6). Also paras.2578-2579.
249 Judgemeut, paras. 1757, 1760-1764, 1766-1768, 1774, 2447 (fn.8243), 2461 (B.15.2). Also paras.2578-2579.
250 Judgement, paras.1779-1781, 2447 (fn.8243), 2461 (B.15.4). Also paras.2578-2579.
251 Judgement, paras. 1775-1778, 2447 (fn.8243), 2461 (B.15.3). Also paras.2578-2579.
252 Judgement, paras. 1304-1305, 1308-1309, 1311,2447 (fn.8248), 2461 (B.20.3). Also paras.2578-2579.
253 Judgement, paras.1313-1315, 2446 (fn.8232), 2461 (AI6.3). Also paras.2578-2579.
254 Judgement, paras.769-780, 2447 (fn.8236), 2461 (B.4.I, C.6.2). Also paras.2578-2579.
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in more detail below,256 a holistic analysis of the evidence leads to the conclusion that the elements

of Article 4(2)(c) are established.257

C. Sub-Ground 2(e): The elements of Article 4(2)(c) are established on the findings and

evideuce

70. In the alternative to the legal errors discussed above, the Chamber erred in fact by

concluding that the elements of Article 4(2)(c) were not established in relation to the Count I

Facilities. Having regard to the totality of the evidence and the Chamber's factual findings, no

reasonable trial chamber could have reached such a conclusion.

71. The Chamber correctly noted that while Articles 4(2)(a) and 4(2)(b) require proof of a

result, Article 4(2)(c) does not require proof that the conditions "actually led to death or serious

bodily or mental harm".258 All that is required is proof of the deliberate infliction of conditions of

life that "do not immediately kill tbe members of the group, but ultimately seek their physical

destruction".259While Article 4(2)(c) refers to the deliberate infliction "on the group" of conditions

calculated to bring about "its" physical destruction in whole or in part, such terms must be read "in

their context" and in light of the object and purpose of the Genocide Convention and ICTY

Statute.i'" It is clear from the context that Article 4(2)(c) is aimed at captuting the infliction of

conditions on a collection of group members calculated to bring about their physical destruction.

This is the only way in which the terms of Article 4(2)(c) can be given their ordinary meaning in

context, while remaining true to the object and purpose of the provision as a whole. Any other

interpretation risks rendering part of the provision "redundant, illogical [or] superfluous".261

72. Although no Tribunal jurisprudence addresses this issue directly, this understanding of

Article 4(2)(c) is supported by the manner in which previous chambers have applied the provision.

For example, the Brdanin Trial Chamber's analysis turned on the effect that conditions had on the

255 Generally Judgement, paras.2485-2494, 2497-2506 (incorporating findings relating to Count 1 Facilities). Also
~aras.2580-2582.

" Below Sub-Ground 2(C).
257 Below para.77.
258 JUdgement, para.546. Also Tolimir AJ, para.225; Popovic TJ, para.814; Brdanin TJ, para.691; Stakic TJ, para.517.
259 Tolimir AJ, paras.225, 227-228. Also ICTY Statute, Art.4(2)(c).
260 See VCLT, Art.31(l); Nyiramasuhuko AJ, para.2137.
261 See Nyiramasuhuko AI, para.2137. Also Tadic Al, para.284. For example, interpreting the provision to require that
the conditions in, and of themselves be inflicted on and calculated to destroy the entire group (or a substantial part
thereof) would effectively transport the genocidal intent requirement from the chapeau of Article 4 into
sub-paragraph (2)(c). Moreover, such an interpretation could unreasonably preclude the application of Article 4(2)(c) in
cases where the perpetrators employ a range of different methods of destruction against different members of the group
(and where destructive conditions form only one such method and therefore cannot be, by themselves, calculated to
destroy the entire, or substantial part of, the group).
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group members subjected to them?62 Similarly, while tbere is ambiguity in the Tolimir Appeals

Chamber's language on this point-which was not central to its analysis-the Chamber ultimately

assessed whether the forcible transfer operations "were carried out in such a way so as to lead to the

ultimate death of the displaced Bosnian Muslims", that is the members of the protected group

subjected to the alleged Article 4(2)(c) conditions.263

73. While it is "impossible to enumerate in advance the 'conditions of life' that would come

within the prohibition",264 examples include:

subjectingthe group to a subsistence diet; failing to provide adequatemedical care; systematically
expelling members of the group from their homes; and generally creating circumstances that
would lead to a slow death such as the lack of proper food, water, shelter, clothing, sanitation, or
subjecting members of the group to excessive work or physical exertion.26.1"

Where such conditions have been imposed in circumstances demonstrating an objective probability

of those conditions leading to the group members' physical destruction, they have been found to

satisfy the elements of Article 4(2)(c).266

74. The Chamber found that Serb Forces and Bosnian Serb Political and Governmental Organs

deliberately imposed conditions in the Count I Facilities that resulted in the death of some

detainees'r" and caused lasting physical and psychological damage to others.268 Yet it unreasonably

concluded that the conditions did not satisfy the elements of Article 4(2)(c) for any of the Count I

Facilities.269 The totality of the evidence-and the Chamber's own findings-leave no doubt that

the conditions imposed in the Count I Facilities satisfied the requisite standard. A summary of the

262 E.g. Brdanin TJ, paras.906, 908-962.
263 Tolimir AJ, para.233 (emphasis added).
264 Brdantn TJ, fn.2257 quoting N.Robinson, The Genocide Convention: A Commentary (1960), p.64.
265 Tolimir AJ, para.225. Also Tolimir AJ, paras.226, 228, 234; ICJ Croatia v. Serbia Judgement, para.161; Brdanin TJ,
para.691; Judgement, para.547. Further Popovic TJ, para.815; Alwyesu TJ, para.506; Krajlsnik: TJ, paras.86l, 863;
Rutaganda TJ, para.52; Musema TJ, para.157; Kayishema TJ, paras.115-116 (iricluding rape); Stakic TJ, para.517;
Stakic 98bis Decision, para.25 (the denial of "elementary means of existence enjoyed by other sections of the
r,0pulation").

66 See Brdanin TJ, paras.906, 930-935 (Omarska), 936-939 (Keraterm), 940-945 (Trnopolje), 950-954 (Betonirka);
Karadiic 98bis AI, para.49 (finding for Rule 98bis purposes that Group members were subjected to conditions "that
would hring about their physical destruction").
267 See Judgement, para.2584. Also:
- Bratunac: paras.772-773, 780, 2448 (fn.8251), 2509;
- Foca: paras.895-896, 903, 2448 (fn.8252), 2509, 2578;
- Prijedor: paras.1756, 1774, 2448 (fn.8253), 2509, 2578; also para.1827;
- Zvomik: paras. 1305, 1307, 2448 (fn.8256), 2509, 2578.
Further KDZ074:Exh.P709, pA8 (T.2338) (testifying that detaiuees in Omarska "were dying as a result of such bad
conditions" and thatthose who "were lucky and fortunate survived, but they can only thankGod for their survival").
268 Judgement, paras.889 (Fcca), 2509. Also paras.2584, 2587. Further KDZ239:T.18980-18981 (testifying that
detainees released from KP Dom Pocawere "all thin, exhausted, we were all on the brinkof survival").
269 The unreasonableness of the Chamber's findings is illustrated by Brdanin Trial Chamberfindings that the imposition
of these same conditions in Omarska, Keratenn, Tmopolje and Betonirka satisfied the elements of Article 4(2)(c)
beyond a reasonable doubt. See Brdanin TJ, paras.930-935 (Omarska), 936-939 (Keraterm), 940-945 (Tmopolje), 950
954 (Betonirka), Similarly, at the Rule 98bis stage in this case, the Appeals Chamber-relying on evidence ultimately
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conditions in three of the most deplorable facilities-Omarska, KP Dom Foca and Susica-i

demonstrates the unreasonableness of the Chamber's conclusion:

• Omarska camp in Prijedor (C.20.2) operated for approximately three months between May

and August 1992, holding as many as 3,000 detainees at one time, including women, boys,

elderly and physically or mentally impaired individuals.F" Conditions were "appaIIing".271

The "grossly insufficient" food resulted in many detainees losing between 20 and 30

kilograms during their detention, others considerably more.272 Denial of potable drinking

water caused intestinal problems, and poor hygiene facilities meant that "[s]kin diseases

were prevalent as well as acute cases of diarrhoea and dysentery".273 Omarska was

"extremely crowded" and "stifling" in the summer heat such that two young men suffocated

to death in a garage,274 while others were "packed one on top of the other" in the lavatories

and "often had to lie in the midst of excrement'V" Medical care was virtually

non-cxistent.F" as evidenced by the improvised efforts of one medically-trained detainee to

treat life-threatening injuries (until he was taken from the camp and killed).277 In such

circumstances, detainees could do nothing but watch their loved ones suffer [REDACTED]

as they slowly succumbed to their wounds.?" Alongside these conditions, detainees

"constantly lived in fear of being killed at any time". 279 Many suffered severe and frequent

beatings, sexual violence, humiliation and threats. 280 Hundreds were beaten to death, shot or

taken away for execution."! Detainees saw dead bodies strewn about the camp or being

taken away by trucks, and were forced to clean cells where they found blood, teeth and

accepted by the Chamber-found that the conditions imposed in the Count 1 Facilities could satisfy that standard.
Karadiic 98bis AJ, paras.47-50.
270 Judgement, para. 1749.
271 Judgement, para. 1754.
272 Judgement, para. 1754. Also KDZ074:Exh.P709, p.49 (T.2339) ("We were hungry. We dreamt ahout food. We
fanlasised about eating."); Exhs.P6686; P3797. .
273 Hygiene conditions were so poor that detainees "were often forced to excrete and urinate in their rooms".
Judgement, paras.1754-1755.
274 Judgement, paras. 1756, 1774, 2448 (fn.8253), 2509, 2578, 2584 (prijedor).
175 Judgement, para. 1756 (Prijedor).
276 See Judgement, para.1754.
277 For example, Dr. Sadikovic attempted to treat detainees [REDACTED]. K.MeSanovic:Exh.P3528. para.27; Nusret
Sivac:Exh.P3478, pp.132-133 (T.6682-6683). Dr. Sadikovic was taken away on 5 August 1992 and killed by Serb
Forces. Judgement, paras. 1766 (fn.6056), 1776-1778 (B.15.3).
278 KDZ392:Exh.P707, pp.73-76 (T.2737-2740) (confidential) relied on at Judgement, para.1760 (fn.6034).
279 Judgement, para.1766 relying on KDZ026:Exh.P2089, p.113 (T.1905) (confidential). [REDACTED].
KDZ026:Exh.P2089, pp.95-96 (T.1887-1888) (confidential) relied on at Judgement, para.1760 (fn.6030). Also
~ara.2493. .

80 Generally Judgement, paras.1757-1774. Also paras.2485-2486, 2489-2494. 2496-2499, 2500-2506, 2512-2518,
2580-2582.
281 Judgement, paras. 1757, 1760-1764, 1766-1768, 1774-1778, 1779-1781, 2447 (fn.8243), 2461 (B.15.2, B.15.3,
B.15.4). Also paras.2578-2579. Further above para.67.
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hair. 282 These other genocidal acts not only rendered the conditions of detention more

deadly, they also reinforce the conclusion that the conditions themselves represented a

further means of targeting Group members. 283 That the surviving Omarska detainees were

ultimately rescued from such conditions by the international outcry that forced Karadzic to

intervene and close the Prijedor camps284 does not detract from the conclusion that these

conditions were plainly leading to death.

• KP Dom Foca (C.lO.l) held hundreds of Bosnian Muslim detainees between April and

December 1992.285 They "were not suspected, charged, tried, or convicted for any crime

before being detained or while detained", and "[n]o consideration was given to age, state of

health or civilian status".286 Inadequate living conditions inflicted lasting physical and

psychological damage on detainees. 287 Solitary confinement cells designed to hold one

person were packed with np to 18 people at a time.288Hygiene conditions were "deplorable"

and washing facilities "minimal", cansing a major lice problem. 289 During the harsh winter

of 1992, detainees were held in rooms with insufficient heating and broken windowpanes,

despite the availability of sufficient raw material for furnaces; "clothes made from blankets

to combat the cold were confiscated".290 Non-Serb detainees were "fed starvation rations

leading to severe weight loss and other health problems", while Bosnian Serb detainees

"received army rations with extra meat and vegetables and did not suffer the extreme weight

loss of non-Serb detainees".291 Those in need of urgent medical attention were left

unattended or given insufficieut treatment, such as Bad Hadzic, who died from internal

bleeding after his ulcer medication ran out.292 Detainees were forced to work in a variety of

roles, including driving vehicles to detect landmines.P" These life-threatening conditions

were imposed alongside appalling violence. Detainees were exposed to "frequent and

282 E.g. Judgement, paras.1766, 1773. Also para.2493.
283 '

Above paras.64-65, 67-68.
284 Judgement, para.3498. Also paras.1782-1789, 3385-3386, 3399. Also Exh.P731, p.1 (paddy Ashdown commented in
1992 thatthe closure of Omarska "probably saved many prisoners' lives").
285 Judgement, paras.881-882, 888.
286 Judgement, para.883. Also para.2523. Further above fn.232.
287 Judgement, para.889.
288 JUdgement, para.8S9 (finding further that KP Dam Foca detainees were "deliberately housed in cramped
conditions", despite adequate spacebeing availablein the facility), Also paras.881, 888.
289 Judgement, para. 890.
290 Judgement, para.891.
291 Judgement, para.893. Also para.894 (finding "there was a deliberate policy to feed the non-Serb detainees barely
enoughfor their survival while the Bosnian Serbsin the facility received normal meals").
292 Judgement, para,895, fn.2953 relying on AF854, KDZ017:Exh.P3568, pp.22-25 (T.2789-2792),
KDZ239:Exh.P3336, p.51 (T.1230). Also Judgement, para.903. The Chamber concluded that "[tjhe shortage of food,
basic hygienic conditions,and medicine in KP Dam had a significantimpacton detainees who were sick",andthat their
conditions "deteriorated" during their detention. Judgement, para.Ssri relying on KDZ239:Exh.P3336, pp.41-42
(T.1220-1221). Poor living conditions and lack of medication also contributed to detainees suffering multiple bouts of
pneumonia. Judgement, para. 896.
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systematic" beatings;294 over 200 detainees were killed by Serb Forces during the course of

1992.295 Those forced to witness such acts lived in constant fear of being next,296

[REDACTED].297

• Susica camp in Vlasenica ec.25.3) operated for four months between late May and

September 1992.298Detainees were "insufficiently fed" and water was "very scarce,,299 such

that by September 1992, the CSCE observed thatdetainees were "haggard, pale and thiu".300

In the morning, detainees were taken to urinate in the Susica river and defecate behind an

improvised shelter, but at night inadequate toilet facilities meant they "simply relieved

themselves in their pants and had no place to clean themselves'V'" Detainees were forced to

engage in physical labour for up to 10 or 11 hours per day, including burying bodies,

digging trenches and carrying munitions at frontlines 302 They were "afraid for their lives

and of being beaten if they refused to work". 303 Alongside these deplorable conditions,

prison authorities-including camp commander Dragan Nikolic, who introduced himself to

detainees as "god and the 1aw,,304-subjected detainees "to all kinds of mistreatment".305

Female detainees suffered sexual violence at the hands of Bosnian Serb guards, soldiers and

other men given access to the camp.3°6 No medical care was provided; detainees were left to

suffer or die in the arms of fellow prisoners.t" At the end of September 1992, MUP forces

took out the remaining 140 detainees and executed them, following which the camp was

closed. 308

293 JUdgement, para.902.
294 Generally Judgement, paras.899-903. Also paras.2485-2487. 2491-2493,2497-2499,2512-2518,2580,2582.
295 Judgement, paras.904-911, 2447 (fn.8238), 2461 (B.8.1). Also paras.2578-2579.
296 See Judgement, para.90L Also para.2493.
297 [REDACTED].
298 The vast majority of detainees were civilians. For instance, large numbers of Bosnian Muslim detainees were
arrested in their homes and taken to the camp with their families. Judgement. paras.1181, 1184, 1186-1187, 1200-1201.
299 Judgement, para.1188.
300 Judgement, para. 1200 citing Exhs.P3228, pp.1-2; P613L
301 Judgement, para. 1189.
302 Judgement, paras. 1195-1196.
303 Judgement, para.1196.
304 Judgement, para. 1183.
305 Judgement, paras.1190-1193. Also paras.2485, 2487-2489, 2491, 2493, 2497-2499, 2512-2518, 2580, 2582. Iu
addition, nine detainees were killed by camp guards or died from mistreatment. Judgement, paras.1202-1207, 2447
(fn.8246), 2579 (B.18.1).
306 Judgement, para. 1194. Also paras.2500, 2504-2506, 2512-2518, 2581-2582.
307 Judgement, para.1188. E.g. KDZ044:Exh.P107, p.12 (TA71) (confideutial), KDZ044:Exh.P111, p.3 (confideutia1)
relied on at Judgement, para. 1204 (fn.4145).
308 JUdgement, paras.1208-1213, 2447 (fn.8246), 2461 (B.18.2). Also para.2579. Further paras.1188-1197, 1200-1201
(C.25.1).
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75. The Chamber's own findings and the underlying evidence demonstrate that detainees held in

other Count I Facilities were also routinely and deliberately subjected to life-threatening conditions

commonly accepted as falling within Article 4(2)(c).309 For example:

• Lack of proper food and water: At Keraterm, the quantity and quality of food was "totally

inadequate" and detainees suffered from malnutrition or srarvation.'!" On the single

occasion when guards provided food to Vlasenica Sill detainees, it was spoiled.311

Similarly, little or no food was supplied to detainees at Trnopolje, and there was almost no

potable water. 312 Guards at Karakaj Technical School simply threw some loaves of bread

among the detainees [REDACTED].313 Prisoners in the over-heated Betonirka factory

garage were given insufficient water, which was all they had to drink and dress their wounds

after beatings.r'"

• Insufficient sanitation facilities: Sanski Most Sill detainees went 62 days without washing

or changing their clothing. 315 At the Prijedor Sill building "there was only a bag which was

used in place of a toilet".316 At Trnopolje "lice and scabies were rampant" due to the

unsanitary conditions and "the majority of detainees suffered from dysentery".317

Infestations of lice also appeared at Keraterm, where, in addition, dysentery "was rife".318

• Severe over-crowding: At Karakaj Technical School 750 detainees were confmed in a room

so small that approximately 20 died from suffocation on the first night,319 Sanski Most Sill

prisoners were unable to sleep lying down, instead sitting "tightly with ourlegs very close to

our bodies, next to each other", leaving them "almost disabled,,320 Betonirka detainees were

forced to sleep standing Up.321

309 Above fn.265.
310 JUdgement, para. 1798 (Prijedor).
31l I.Osmanovic:Exh.P3212, para.79 relied on at Judgement, para. 1166 (fn.4003).
312 Judgement, para. 1823 (Prijedor). Also Exhs.P3910: P3797.
313 KDZ029:Exh.P3195. para.24 (confidential) relied on at Judgement. para.1305 (fn.4535).
31' AZuliC:Exh.P718, para.58 relied on at Judgement, para. 1996 (fn.6795).
315 F.Biscevic:Exh.P135, pp.56-57 (T.7065-7066) relied on at Judgement, para. 1984 (fn.6764) (Sanski Most).
316 JUdgement, para. 1743 (Prijedor).
317 Judgement, para.1823 (Prijedor) relying on inter alia Exh.P3903 and LMerdfanic'Exh.P'[Sx l , p.65 (T.7778)
(describing the detainee pictured in Exh.P3903, "I am surethat this was the result of his stay in Trnopolje. He suffered
from dysentery. He must have been tortured, and he probably lost a lot of weight as a result of that. And thatwas the
cause of his death.").
31' Judgement, para.1797 (Prijedor).
319 Judgement, paras. 1305, 1307 (Zvornik), Also paras.2448 (fn.8256), 2509, 2578.
320 F.Biscevic:Exh.P135, p.58 (T.7067). Similarly, detainees at Miska Glava Dom were held in a room so small and
overcrowded thatdetaineeshad to sit in a crouchingposition. Judgement, para.i85? (Prijedor).
321 Judgement, para. 1996 (Sanski Most).
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• Inadequate shelter: The windowless rooms at Keraterm were "intensely hot [... ] with no

ventilation".322 Sanski Most Sill cells were "very hot and damp, with a terrible stench,

making it difficult to breathe".323 At Tmopolje, detainees were initially forced to sleep

outdoors "in makeshift shelters of plastic bags, sticks, and blankets".324 Serb Forces covered

the only window in one of the Betonirka factory garages with concrete blocks, such that it

became "insufferably hot" causing detainees to faint.325

• Lack of medical care and supplies: Medical care in the Count 1 Facilities was "non-existent

or inadequate, at best,,326 With no support from camp authorities, detainees with medical or

veterinary training tried to assist fellow prisoncrs.t" For instance, dentist Faik Biscevic,

together with a nurse, did his best to treatthe wounded at the Sanski Most Sill "with [their]

five fingers and the water [they] had at [their] disposal".328 Detainees regularly succumbed

to unattended injuries. 329 At least two Tmopolje detainees died from lack of basic medical
330care.

• Forced labour: Detainees at several facilities were forced to engage in excessive work or

physical exertion, including in life-threatening circumstances, despite their deteriorated

physical state.331 Vlasenica prison detainees had to loot Bosnian Muslim homes, bury bodies

and dig trenches on the frontline. 332 In multiple facilities detainees had to participate in

transporting, burying and disposing of bodies of murdered detainees.F"

76. The severity of these conditions-when considered in light of the totality of the evidence

demonstrating the circumstances in which they were irnposed334-confirms that the only reasonable

conclusion was that the elements of Article 4(2)(c) were satisfied.

321 Judgement, para. 1796 (prijedor).
323 Judgement, para. 1983 (Sauski Most).
324 Judgemeut, para. 1822 (Prijedor).
325 A.ZuJiC:Exh.P718, paras.57-58 relied on at Judgement, para.1996 (fn.6795) (Sanski Most). Also
M.Karabeg:Exh.P3303, p.104 (T.6170) relied on at JUdgement, para. 1996 (fn.6800).
326 JUdgement, para.2584. Also paras.2507, 2509.
327 E.g. Judgement, para. 1823 (prijedor).
aa F.Biscevic:Exh.P135, p.55 (T.7064).
329 E.g. Judgement, paras.1760, 1801 (Prijedor), 1204, 1206 (Vlaseuiea).
330 Judgement, para.1827 (Prijedor) relying on LMerdzanic:Exh.P3881, pp.72-73 (T.7785-7786), KDZ054:Exh.P684,
r.8, Exh.P3908, p.2. Also KDZ054:Exh.P682, pp.26-28 (T.6250-6252). Further above fn.317.

31 E.g. Judgement, paras.2531-2533, 2535. Also para.2585.
J32 JUdgement, para. 1176 (Vlasenica).
333 Judgement, para.2493. E.g. paras.777 (Bratunae), 1169, 1801, 1811-1812, 1827 (Prijedor). Also paras. 1204-1205
(Susica), 1766, 1780 (Omarska).
334 Above Sub-Ground 2(B).
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77. The Appeals Chamber should correct the Chamber's errors and, applying the necessary

holistic approach to the Chamber's own factual findings and the evidence, fmd that the elements of

Article 4(2)(c) are met in relation to conditions in the Count 1 Facilities. This significantly impacts

the genocidal intent analysis. Thousands of Muslims and Croats whom the Chamber categorised as

merely "displaced,,335 were in fact subjected to conditions of life aimed at their physical

destruction.P'' The Appeals Chamber should, accordingly, re-evaluate genocidal intent with respect

to Count 1, together with the re-evaluation requested under Grounds 1 and 3. In conjunction with

the overall remedy requested under Ground 3, the Appeals Chamber should find that Karadzic and

other ICE members possessed and shared genocidal intent. 337

335 JUdgement, para.2624.
336 See Judgement. para.2624. Also above fn.18?
337 Below para. 147.
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IV. GROUND 3: KARADZIC AND OTHER JCE MEMBERS HAD

GENOCIDAL INTENT

2569

78. The Chamber's analysis of genocidal intent in the Count 1 Municipalities is tainted by its

fundamental misconception that forcible displacement and genocidal intent are mutually exclusive.

As a result, the Chamber conducted an erroneous genocidal intent analysis and reached an incorrect

and unreasonable conclusion.

79. ICTY case law makes clear that a course of criminal conduct involving large-scale forcible

displacement can reflect genocidal intent. That. case law also emphasises the importance of

assessing the relationship between this displacement and the overall course of conduct in

tleterrnining whether it supports an inference of genocidal intent.338

80. However, in assessing the pattern of crimes in the Count 1 Municipalities, the Chamber's

genocidal intent analysis came down to a mathematical comparison of the numbers displaced versus

the numbers subjected to genocidal acts. The Chamber did not assess the relationship between

forcible displacement and the genocidal acts of killing or inflicting serious bodily or mental harm or

the overall effect of the crimes on the parts of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat groups

(collectively, .the "Groups") in the Count 1 Municipalities. Nor did it examine the nature and

context of the displacement itself to consider whether, in combination with the genocidal acts, it

reflected an intent to destroy those parts of the Groups.I" Rather, it viewed acts of displacement as

automatically detracting from a possible inference of genocidal intent.

81. The Chamber's misconception about the relationship between forcible displacement and

genocidal intent is also reflected in the Chamber's presumption that the objective of the

Overarching ICE-to permanently remove Muslims and Croats from Serb-claimed territory

through the commission of crimes-was incompatible with the use of genocide as a means to

achieve that permanent removal. Again, this is incorrect. A genocidal course of conduct can be used

to achieve a removal objective. By presuming the contrary, the Chamber failed to assess whether, in

the Count 1 Municipalities, Karadzic and other ICE members used genocide as a means to

implement their permanent removal objective. 34o Here again, the fact that in pursuing this objective

many members of the Groups were forcibly displaced, does not preclude a finding that the

combined effect of genocidal acts, forcible displacement and other culpable acts directed against the

targeted communities reflects genocidal intent.

338 Below paras.111-112, 117-119.
339 Below Sub-Ground 3(C).
34il Below Sub-Ground 3(B).
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82. As a result of this basic misconception, the Chamber conducted an erroneously narrow and

truncated assessment of genocidal intent. 341 A correct understanding and application of genocidal

intent compels the conclusion that Karadzic and other ICE members intended to destroy parts of the

Groups in the Count I Municipalities.

83. While the pattern of crimes in the Count 1 Municipalities was carried out in furtherance of

an overarching objective of permanent removal, it involved thousands of genocidal acts against

Group members committed alongside the widespread and brutal expulsion of others and the mass

destruction of homes, towns and sacred sites. Those who survived were forced into exile; they lost

family members, homes, communities and livelihoods and continue to endure the resulting

long-term effects of this devastation. When the overall impact of the pattern of crimes on the

targeted communities is assessed against the proper legal framework of genocidal intent, it reflects

an intent to destroy those communities.Yr Other crimes, such as persecution, that form part of this

pattern do not adequately capture its criminality because those other crimes concern the

victimisation of individuals. Only genocide reflects the victimisation and devastation of the affected

communities as separate and distinct entities. 343

84. Karadzic and other ICE members possessed and shared genocidal intent. They not only

oversaw the forces that carried out the pattern of violence and devastation in the Count 1

Municipalities, they also spoke in terms that evoked the destruction of the Groups, reflecting their

intent to destroy part(s) of these Groups.

85. The Chamber made three legal errors in its genocidal intent analysis, anyone of which

requires a renewed assessment of genocidal intent by the Appeals Chamber:

• First, it failed to assess genocidal intent in relation to Prijedor Municipality considered

separately, thereby failing to fully adjudicate or provide a reasoned opinion on the

Prosecution's genocidal intent allegations.

• Second, by presuming that the objective of permanent removal precluded genocidal intent,

the Chamber failed to properly assess whether Karadfic and other ICE members used

genocide as a means to achieve the permanent removal objective and shared genocidal

intent.

341 Below Sub-Grounds 3(A)-(C).
342 Below Sub-Gronnds 3(C)-(D).
343 See Brdanin TJ, para.699; KTsticTJ, para.553.
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• Third, in its pattern of crimes analysis, the Chamber applied an erroneous conception of

genocidal intent that focused on the intent that could be inferred from the targeting of Group

members for immediate physical destruction rather than on the impact the overall pattern of

crimes had on the long-term survival of the targeted communities as such.

Alternatively, the Chamber erred in fact in concluding that Karadzic and other JCE members did

not have genocidal intent.

86. The Appeals Chamber should correct the Chamber's errors and enter a genocide conviction

under Count 1.344

A. Sub-Ground 3(A): Tbe Chamber failed to adjudicate or provide a reasoned opinion on

the Prosecution's genocidal intent allegations

87. After concluding that it could not infer genocidal intent with regard to the parts of the

Groups in the Count 1 Municipalities cumulatively, the Chamber erred in law by failing to

determine whether it could fmd such intent in relation to the parts of the Groups in Prijedor

Municipality, a scenario the Prosecution highlighted in its pleadings. In doing so, the Chamber

failed to folly adjudicate the case before it. Alternatively, if the Judgement is read as containing an

implicit finding on genocidal intent for individual Count 1 Municipalities, the Chamber failed to

provide a reasoned opinion explaining its reasons in reaching this conclusion.

88. Had the Chamber carried out a proper assessment of genocidal intent in relation to Prijedor

and applied the correct legal framework.t" it would have concluded that Karadzic and other JCE

members shared genocidal intent with respect to the parts of the Groups in Prijedor Municipality.346

1. The Chamber failed to adjudicate genocidal intent in relation to Prijedor Municipality

considered individually

89. The Chamber only considered the Prosecution's Count 1 genocide charge cumulatively

across the seven Count 1 Municipalities. The pleadings show, however, that the Prosecution's case

also addressed these municipalities individually. The Prosecution argued that individual parts of the

Groups within individual Count 1 Municipalities constituted a "part" for the purposes of assessing

genocidal intent.347 It particularly emphasised that, in Prijedor, the scale and intensity of crimes

344 Below para. 147.
345 Below Sub-Ground 3(C).
346 Below Sub-Ground 3(D).
347 E.g. Prosecution-FfB, p.214 (heading: "Karadfid intended to destroy the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat
communities in each of the seven identified municipalities") (emphasis added), p.22! (heading: "Karadfic and the other
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"reflect an unmistakable intent to destroy the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat communities of

PrijedOr.,,348 The Chamber's failure to engage fully with the Prosecution's arguments constitutes a

failure to adjudicate an essential issue.349

90. Although the Chamber acknowledged that the Prosecution employed Prijedor as its

"primary example",350 it nevertheless restricted its consideration of genocidal intent to a cumulative

assessment of the parts of the Groups in the Count I Municipalities. The Chamber characterised the

relevant parts of the groups as "a part of the Bosnian Muslims and/or Bosnian Croat groups,

namely, the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats in the Count I Municipalities. ,,351 Further, it

analysed the pattern of crimes globally, referencing factual fmdings about each mUnicipality352 but

drawing only the single conclusion that it could not infer that "there existed the intent to destroy the

parts of the Bosnian Muslim and/or Bosnian Croat groups in the Count I Municipalitiesas such.,,353

91. It was not incorrect for the Chamber to commence its analysis with a cumulative

approach.F" However, having failed to find genocidal intent on this cumulative basis, the Chamber

was obliged to assess whether genocidal intent could be established with regard to the parts of the

Groups in Prijedor. In the ICE context, before concluding that a common criminal purpose has not

been established, a trial chamber should "allow[] for the possibility that, based on the trial record,

[the Accused's] mens rea could have comprised a temporally and/or geographically reduced

common criminal purpose [ ... ]".355 This reasoning should apply equally when assessing genocidal

intent, and with greater resonance where the Prosecution emphasised the strength of its case in

relation to a reduced geographic scope within a potentially broader charge.

ICE members intended to destroy the parts of the groups in each of the seven municipalities") (emphasis added),
p,aras.582, 589; T.47583.
48 T.47579-47580. Also Prosecution-FIB, paras.583-585, 591-594.

349 Staniiic & Stmatovic AI, paras. 16, 78 relying onA.Bizimungu AI, para.19.
350 JUdgement, para.2593.
351 Judgement, para.2594. Also paras.2593, 2605, 2612. Because the Chamber failed to find genocidal intent, it did not
reach the question of whether the parts in question were substantial. See Judgement, para.555.
352 See Judgemeut, paras.2615-2622.
353 Judgement, para.2625. Also paras.2623-2624 (analysing findings "in relation to the Count 1 Muuicipalities" to reach
its conclusion).
354 Although the Prosecution argued genocidal intent in relation to Count 1 Municipalities individually, its pleadings
also allowed for a collective case. See Indictment, paras.36-40; Prosecution-P'I'B, para.27.
355 Stanisic & Simatovic AI, para.86. ICTY trial chambers regularly enter convictions under asingle count based upon
findings covering a more limited geographical area than alleged. E.g. Hadiibasanovic TJ, p.627 (disposition); Delic TJ,
para.596 (disposition).
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92. This failure to adjudicate resulted in the Chamber failing to assess Prijedor's Muslim and

Croat communities as individual, distinct entities356 and failing to consider whether the scale and

intensity of crimes in Prijedor reflected an intent to destroy its Muslim and Croat communities.F"

2. Alternatively. the Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion

93. If the Judgement is read as containing an implicit negative conclusion regarding genocidal

intent in individual Count I Municipalities, the Chamber did not set out its reasons for this

conclusion, thereby failing to provide a reasoned opinion.358 While the Chamber "recall]ed] a few

key factual findings" in relation to each Count I Municipality.P" the ensuing discussion does not

address genocidal intent with regard to these municipalities individually. Rather, the Chamber

appeared to recall these findings only as a basis on which to draw the cumulative conclusion that it

was not satisfied that the "pattern of crimes" supports a finding of genocidal intent in relation to the

Count I Municipalities.Y' There is no explanation as to why genocidal intent was not made out

with respect to Prijedor or any other individual Count I Municipality.

B. Sub-Ground 3IB): The Chamber erroneously concluded that the objective of permanent

removal precluded a finding of genocidal intent

94. The Chamber erred in law by conflating the JCE members' mens rea with their shared

objective. The Chamber concluded that another "reasonable inference" to genocidal intent was that

the "intent behind" the pattern of crimes in the Count I Municipalities was "to ensure the removal

of members of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croats" from these municipalities.I'" In doing so,

the Chamber incorrectly assumed that because the JCE members' objective was to permanently

remove non-Serbs,"? the Chamber was precluded from fmding genocidal intent. However,

genocidal intent is not inconsistent with an objective of permanent removal. By assuming that it

was, the Chamber failed to properly assess whether, in pursuit of their permanent removal

objective, Karadzic and other JCE members possessed genocidal intent. 363 Had it applied the correct

analytical framework, it would have concluded in the affirmative.Y"

356 See Prosecution-FTB, para.589; T.47583.
357 See Stakic AJ, para.56 (finding that the Trial Chamber's factual findings on Prijedor crimes and Stakic's conduct
were "lw]ithout question" ones that "could, in principle, be taken as evidence that [Stakic] intended to destroy the
Bosnian Muslim group in part" but being unable to conclude that the Trial Chamber was obliged to infer that this intent
was established). Below Sub-Ground 3(D) (discussing the genocidal intent reflected by crimes in Prijedor).
358 See Uwinkindi Decision, para.20; PrlicDecision, para. 16.
359 JUdgement, para.2615. Also paras.2616-2622.
360 Judgement, paras.2623-2625.
361 Judgement, para.2624.
362 Judgement, para. 3447.
363 JUdgement, para.2624.
364 Below Sub-Ground 3(C). Also Sub-Ground 3(D).
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95. The ICE members' objective to permanently remove Muslims and Croats from the Count I

Municipalities is compatible with genocidal intent. The means of achieving a permanent removal

objective are not limited to a campaign involving displacement alone.365 Rather, permanent removal

of an ethnic group can be achieved through a range of criminal means, inclnding genocidc.P" This

was-and is-precisely the Prosecution's case.367 Indeed, genocide would be one of the most

effective means of securing the permanent removal of a targeted community, because, if achieved,

it would eliminate any future possibility of the group reconstituting itself. 368

96. A perpetrator of genocide can be seeking to achieve any number of ultimate objectives.

Tribunal case law distinguishes between the motive-or "goal" or objective-behind a criminal

operation369 and intent, particularly with regard to the specific intent of genocidc.V'' This is

consistent with the Genocide Convention drafters' decision to exclude motive from the crime's

definition for fear that a "restrictive enumeration" of motives37
! would prohibit convictions where a

perpetrator was driven by "motivations that are legally irrelevant" to genocide's specific intent. 372

97. The Prosecution did not allege that Karadfic and other ICE members pursued a genocidal

objective in the municipalities in the sense that genocide was their motive or goal. Rather, the

Prosecution alleged that the ICE members' objective was permanent removal and that in certain

municipalities the pattern of crimes-including the scale and intensity of killings and other

genocidal acts-used to implement the removal objective demonstrates that ICE members used

genocide as a means to achieve it. This is evident throughout the Prosecution's pleadings. The

Indictment charged a common purpose "to permanently remove Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian

365 The Chamber's findings show that it was impossible to achieve the permanent removal objective without violence
afoainst Muslims and Croats. Above paras.22-24, 27-32.
3 6 Stakic AJ, para.45 (the goal of an operation and the methods employed to achieve that goal may be different).
Moreover, a pattern of conduct that encompasses large-scale removal crimes can reflect genocidal intent. Below
Sub-Ground 3(C). E.g. Tolimir AJ, para.254; Popovic AJ, para.491; Krstic AJ, para.33.
367 Below para.97.
368 Belowparas.104, 111-112.
369 Stakic AI, para.45 (defining motive as "goal"). Also Blaskic AI, para.694 (defining motive as "that which causes a

r7~rSson sto akc~')A'J 45 ("th T"b ai' ." d disti . h b ive and . . ld th. ee ta uc , para. e n un S junspru ence sunguis es etween motive an intent; in genae! e cases, e
reason why the accused sought to destroy the victim group has no bearing on guilt"); Kayishema AI, para.161; Ielisic
AJ, para.49; Niyitegeko AI, paras.51-52; Kvocko AJ, para.367; Kmojelac AJ, paras.99-100; Tadic AJ, paras.268-269.
Also Genocide Convention Travaux, p.1422 (Panama: there is a clear distinction between intent and motives; motives
are not part of the definition of crimes), p.1428 (Brazil: the mere fact that an act was committed with the intent to
destroy was sufficient to constitute genocide).
371 Genocide Convention Travaux, p.1424 (Venezuela: "a restrictive enumeration would be a powerful weapon in the
hands of the guilty", helping them avoid genocide charges by maintaining that the crimes were "committed for other
reasons"):
372 Niyitegeka AI, para.53. Alw Genocide Convention Travaux, p.1422 (Panama: "a statement of motives [... ] would
allow the guilty parties to claim that they had not acted under the impulse of Oneof the motives held to be necessary to
prove genocide").
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Croat inhabitants [... j by means which included the commission of' a number of crimes, including

gcnocide.l" It further pleaded that this common purpose was primarily achieved through a

persecutory campaign, but that this campaign "included or escalated to include conduct that

manifested [genocidal intentj.,,374 In its Rule 98bis submissions, the Prosecution argued:

[that] the desire to create a Serbianstate [... Jcould have been achieved in otherways thanwith the
intent to commit genocide is not relevant. What is relevant is whether the dolus specialis existed
irres-Rective of the underlying motive it required or, indeed what that underlying motive was at
all.' .

The Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief, Final Trial Brief and Closing Argument also emphasise that ICE

members sought to realise their permanent removal objective in part through genocide.I"

2. The Chamber conflated the permanent removal objective with intent

98. The Chamber erroneously blurred the distinction between intent and objective by

concluding that the permanent removal objective was a "reasonable inference" inconsistent with

genocidal intent.377 The Chamber concluded that, as the "intent behind" the pattern of crimes in the

Count I Municipalities was "to ensure the removal" of Muslims and Croats, the Chamber was thus

precluded from finding genocidal intent. 378 What the Chamber termed the "intent behind" this

pattern is not legal intent, or mens rea, but rather the overarching objective or goal of those

implementing that pattern. Thus, the Chamber erred by concluding that because genocide was not

the ICE members' overriding goal or ultimate objective, they could not have used genocide as a

means to achieve their objective and could not have had genocidal intent.

99. The Chamber's conflation of intent and objective is evident from its reasoning. First, the

Chamber described the "intent behind" the pattern ofcrimes as an intent "to ensure the removal" of

non-Serbs from the Count I Municipalities.V" However, it found that the pattern of crimes was one

of "widespread intimidation, violence, killings, and expulsions". 380 With the exception of

expulsions.I" removal is unrelated to the mens rea of crimes within this pattern. So the phrase

"intent behind" must refer to the objective underlying the pattern. Second, the Chamber's finding

that the "intent behind" the crimes was "to ensure the removal" of Muslims and Croats from the

313 Indictment, para.9 (emphasis added).
374 Indictment, paras.37-38.
375 T.28702-28703.
376 See Prosecution-PTB, para.27; Prosecutiou-FTB, para.47. Also para.570; T.47575.
377 Judgement, para.2624.
378 Judgement, para.2624.
'79 Judgement, para.2624.
380 Judgement, para.2623.
381 Stakic AJ, para.319; Brdanin TJ, para.545.
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Count 1 Municipalities'Y corresponds to its finding that the JCE members' objective was "to

permanently remove Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats from Bosnian Serb claimed territory.,,383

In the subsequent paragraph, the Chamber similarly referred to "this pattern of crimes" as

"consistent with the Bosnian Serb leadership's intent to create ethnically pure territories through the

removal of the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats" and observed that the "results on the ground

[... ] were consistent with these goals.'d'4 Here again, the Chamber used the term "intent" to

describe the JCE members' objective rather than their mens rea.

100. Likewise, the Chamber concluded that the BSL's "objective [... ] to create an ethnically pure

Bosnian Serb state [... ] would require a redistribution-rather than the physical destructiou-of the

population. ,,385 Thus, the Chamber implied that because there was a theoretical way to achieve the

objective of removal without physical destruction, the Chamber was barred from inferring

genocidal intent. Not only is this wrong in principle,386 but the killings and other violent crimes

integral to achieving the removal objective in the Count 1 Municipalitiesff demonstrate that this

dichotomy between "redistribution" and "destruction" is indeed entirely theoretical. The Chamber's

reliance on this theoretical point underscores its failure to grapple with the issue of whether

genocide was used as a means to further the permanent removal objective.

101. The Chamber's view that the permanent removal objective precluded genocidal intent is

further illustrated by its fmding that two statements by JCE members were "consistent with the

[BSL] ,s intent to create ethnically pure territories through the removal of the Bosnian Muslims and

Bosnian Croats", implying that they were inconsistent with genocidal intent.38' However, this is not

the case for either statement: both Krajisnik's remark that Foca had become "a true Serbian

town,,389-which he followed with praise for Serbs who "managed to eliminate" "all that was

. coming from" Foca390-and Karadzic's announcement that Muslims "gave up on Foca" in peace

negotiationsf" are compatible both with a permanent removal objective and with genocidal intent.

102. By erroneously presuming that the existence of the permanent removal objective precluded

genocidal intent, the Chamber failed to assess whether, in pursuit of this objective, Karadzic and

382 Judgement, para.2624.
383 Judgement, para.3447.
384 Judgement, para.2625 (emphases added). Compare with para.3463 (Karadzid and other JCE members "shared the
objective of creating a Bosnian Serb state which was ethnically pure [ .. .J").
385 Judgement, para.2625 (emphasis added).
386 See Stakic AJ, paraA5.
387 Above paras.27-32.
388 Judgement, para.2625.
389 Judgement, para.2625 cross-referencing paras.2810-2811 citing Exh.P6204. The Chamber mistakenly attributes this
statement to Karadzic.
390 Exh.P6204.
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other ICE memhers intended to destroy part or parts of the Groups as such. Had it done so and

applied the correct defmition of genocidal intent, it would have reached an affirmative

conclusion. 392

C. Sub-Ground 3(C): The Chamber applied an incorrect legal standard for genocidal intent

103. The Chamber erroneously conceived of genocidal intent as the intent to target a large

proportion of group members with physical destruction, as opposed to the intent to destroy the

group as such. Further, in assessing the intent it could infer from the pattern of crimes in the

Count 1 Municipalities, it looked only to conduct with immediate physically destructive effects.393

Under the Genocide Convention and customary international law, however, genocidal intent has a

broader defmition-the intent to physically or biologically destroy a group, or part of a group, "as

such".394 The inclusion of "as such" in this defmition demonstrates that the criminal prohibition is

against "the destruction of the protected group itself, as opposed to [... J a collection of the group's

individual members.,,395 Although this necessarily entails the commission of crimes against

individuals, the ultimate victim of genocide is the group itself "as a separate and distinct entity.,,396

By applying an overly-narrow conception of intent, the Chamber failed to properly assess the intent

reflected by the overall pattern of crimes in the Count 1 Municipalities and incorrectly concluded

that genocidal intent was not established. 397 Had it applied the correct legal framework, it would

have concluded that Karadzic and other ICE members shared genocidal intent with respect to one or

more parts of the Groups in the Count 1 Municipalities.T"

1. Genocidal intent does not equate to an intent to target most group members for immediate

physical destruction

104. Genocidal intent is not limited to intent to physically destroy most group members. Rather,

in determining intent, a chamber must assess the intended impact of genocidal acts, together with

other culpable conduct targeting the group, on the physical or biological survival of the group as a

391 Judgement. para.2625 cross-referencing paras.281O-28Jl citing Exh.P6205.
392 Below Sub-Ground 3(C). Also Sub-Ground 3(D).
393 Below paras.1l4-1l6.
394 See Genocide Convention, Arl.II; JCTY Statute, Art.4(2) ("intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a nationaJ, ethnical,
racial or religious group, as such"); Krstic AI, para.25 affirming Krstic TJ, para.580. Also ILC Draft Code of Crimes,
r,g.45-46;Krstic AJ, paras.28, 31, 35. . . . " .•
. Tolimir TJ, para.747 cuing Akayesu TJ, para.52!. Also Sikirica Judgement on Acquittal Motions, para.89; Krstic TJ,
para.553.
396 Brdanin TJ, para.698; Stokic TJ, para.52!. Also Tolimir AJ, para.236 ("aJJ members of the protected group [... arc]
victims of the genocidal acts [... Jby virtne of being 'within the targeted part of the protected group"').
397 Below paras.1l4-124.
398 Below Sub-Ground 3(D).
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"community'V" The terms of Article 4 of the ICTY Statute as well as Trihunal case law show that

genocidal intent can be reflected by conduct that: does not involve physical destruction of

individual group members; has a long-term rather than immediate destructive impact; or targets

social or familial bonds that bind group members together. These various manifestations of

genocidal intent all capture conduct aimed at preventing the targeted community from surviving as

a separate and distinct entity. This is consistent with the underlying focus of genocide on protecting

human groups.

(a) The tenns of Article 4 demonstrate that genocidal intent has a group-centric

meaning

105. Genocidal intent is not limited to intended physical destruction. This is indicated most

clearly by the recognition of biological destruction in its definition4oo It necessarily follows that

acts that do not tend to contribute to physical destruction of the group or group members can

nevertheless reflect genocidal intent. This is also clear from the list of genocidal acts under

Article 4(2).401 For instance, serious mental harm under Article 4(2)(b) need not have any

physical-or even biological-impact on any group member. Rather, it must result "in a grave and

long-term disadvantage to a person's ability to lead a normal and constructive life.,,402

106. The Article 4(2) acts also demonstrate that conduct with no immediate impact on the

physical or biological existence of the group or its members can reflect genocidal intent. This

includes serious mental harm under Article 4(2)(b),403 as well as imposing destructive conditions of

life or measures intended to prevent births under Articles 4(2)(c) and 4(2)(d) respectively. These

acts concern the long-term survival of the group.4D4

107. Moreover, "forcibly transferring children of the group to another group" under

Article 4(2)( e) need not have any physical or biological impact-immediate or otherwise-on any

group member. It nevertheless reflects intent to physically or biologically destroy the group due to

its impact on the group's capacity to survive as a separate and distinct entity.4D5

399 E.g. Krstic AI, paras.28, 31, 35; Krajisnik'Y]; para.854.
400 Above fn.394.
401 Although the Prosecution only charged acts falling onder Arts.4(2)(a)-(c), other genocidal acts are relevant in
interpreting genocidal intent.
4D2 Krstic Tl, para.513; Tolimir AI, paras.20l-202.
403 Above para.l05.
404 See Tolimir AJ,para.225 citing with approval Tolimir TI, para.740 (Article 4(2)(c) concerns "methods of destruction
that do not inunediately kill the members of the group, but ultimately seek their physical destruction").
405 ICI Croatia v. Serbia Judgement, para.136 (forcible transfer of children of the group to another group "can also
entail the intent to destroy the group physically, in whole or in part, since it can have consequences for the group's
capacity to renew itself, and hence to ensure its long-term survival."); Genocide Convention Travaux, p.1495 (Greece:
forcible transfer of children to another group "constituted an effective means of committing genocide, since there was
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108. Thus, the terms of Article 4 demonstrate that "physical or biological destruction" refers to

the group, not its members. It encompasses conduct targeting the group's ability to survive as a

separate and distinct entity but allowing for the continued physical and biological existence of

group members. And it includes conduct that targets the group's long-term capacity to renew itself

as a separate and distinct entity.

(b) Tribunal jurisprudence also supports a group-centric defInition of genocidal

intent

109. The group-centric understanding of genocidal intent that emerges from the terms of'

Article 4 is supported by ICTY and ICTR case law. This case law recognises that genocide is

focused on protecting human groups, that genocidal inteut concerns the intent to destroy the group

"as a separate and distinct entity,,406 and that conduct targeting the long-term existence of the group

fl id I· 407can re ect genoci a intent,

110. This jurisprudence also recognises that acts targeting the foundational bonds that bind group

members together into a separate and distinct entity can reflect genocidal intent. 408 For instance,

sexual violence has been found to have a destructive impact on not just direct victims but also their

families, communities and the "group as a whole.,,409 This broader destructive impact can only be

understood as the destruction caused by the severance of familial and community bonds resulting

from sexual violence. In this same vein, acts targeting community leaders can have a destructive

impact on the broader community because it removes key mechanisms through which the

community functions as SUCh.41O This broader impact is relevant in assessing intent.

no difference between sterilization, abortion and abduction"). Also pp.1494 (Uruguay: "Since measures to prevent
births had been condemned, there was reason also to condemn measures intended to destroy a new generation through
abducting infants, forcing them to change their religion and educating them to become enemies of their own people.";
United States: asking the Committee to consider "what difference there was from the point of view of the destruction of
a group between measures to prevent birth half an hour before the birth and abduction half an hour after the birth"),
1504 (Venezuela: "the Committee implicitly recognized that a group could be destroyed although the individual
members of it continued to live normally without having suffered physical harm."). Also Il.C Draft Code of Crimes,
ll;46.

6 Brdanin TJ, para.698; StakicTJ, para.52L
4(JJ See KrsticAJ, para.28; Tolimir AJ, paras.211-2l2.
408 E.g. Karadiic & Mladic Rule 61 Decision, para.94 (intent may be inferred from "acts which violate [...] the very
foundation of the group", even if these acts are not acts of genocide listed in Art.4(2)); Seromba AJ, para. 176 affirming
Seromba TJ, para.320 (genocidal intent can be inferred from "the perpetration of acts which violate the very foundation
of the group"); Krajiinik: TJ, para.854 (a group may be destroyed by "severing the bonds among its members").
409 Akayesu TJ, para.731 (holding that sexual violence against Tutsi women "was an integral part of the process of
destruction, [... ] specifically contributing to their destruction and to the destruction of the Tutsi group as a whole")
(emphasis added). Also Karemera TJ, para.1667; Kayishema TJ, para.95; Karadtic & MladicRule 61 Decision, para.94
(systematic rape can "dismember"a group through humiliation and terror).
41 Tolimir AJ, para.263 and Tolimir TJ, para.777 quoting Final Report of the Commission of Experts established
pursuant to Security Council Resolution 780 (1992), V.N.Doc. 8/1994/674, para.94. Also JelisicTJ, para.82.
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111. The Appeals Chamber's findings in Krstic demonstrate that conduct-in that case forcible

transfer-that impedes the long-term ability of the group to reconstitute itself as a "community"

reflects genocidal intent. The forcible transfer of women, children and elderly men from Srebrenica

"eliminat]ed] even the residual possibility that the Muslim community in the area could reconstitute

itself', thereby serving as an "additional means by which to ensure the physical destruction of [that

community]"."!' Thus, conduct (forcible transfer) allowing for the continued pbysical and

biological existence of individual victims can nevertheless have a physically destructive impact

on-and reflect the corresponding genocidal intent towards-the community. This underscores that

physical or biological destruction is concerned with the destruction of the group as a separate and

distinct entity rather than the destruction of a collection of individual group members. It also shows

that conduct allowing for the continued physical existence of individual group members does not

preclude-and indeed can reinforce-an underlying intent to physically destroy the group.

112. The above discussion shows that whether or not a course of conduct permits the continued

physical or biological existence of some proportion of group members is not determinative as to

genocidal intent. Rather, genocidal intent is focused on the long-term ability of the targeted

community to continue to exist as a separate and distinct entity.

113. This understanding of genocidal intent is distinct from 'cultural genocide', which is

concerned with attacks on cultural or sociological characteristics of a group.412 Conduct that

encompasses enumerated genocidal acts and is intended to prevent a group from continuing to exist

physically or biologically as a separate and distinct entity is different from conduct that merely

targets cultural or sociological characteristics of a group but allows for its continued physical and

biological existence as a separate and distinct entity.

2. The Chamber's erroneous focus on immediate physical destruction of individual group

members caused it to reach an incorrect conclusion on genocidal intent

114. In its analysis of the pattern of crimes in the Count 1 Municipalities, the Chamber relied on

acts that innnediately targeted group members for physical destruction as the only indicators of

genocidal intent. It disregarded conduct that did not constitute underlying acts of genocide as

potential reflections of intent. It also failed to consider the implications for intent flowing from the

broader and long-term impact of the overall pattern of crimes-including underlying acts of

genocide-regarding the ability of the targeted parts of the Groups to survive as separate and

distinct entities. The Chamber's erroneously narrow approach caused it to conclude that genocidal

411 Krstic AI, para.31.
412 E.g. Krstic AI, para.25 affirming Krstic TJ, para.580.
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intent was not established in the Count 1 Municipalities. When that pattern of crimes is properly

and holistically'l':' assessed, its scale and severity demonstrate an intent to destroy the parts of the

Groups in the Count I Municipalities as separate and distinct entities and reflect genocidal intent on

the part of Karadzic and other ICE members.414

(a) The Chamber incorrectly focused on innnediate physical destruction of

Group members

115. In its intent analysis, the Chamber ignored the biological aspect of genocidal intent

altogether; it focused exclusively on physical destruction.415 Moreover, in considering genocidal

intent in the context of the pattern of crimes, the crux of the Chamber's analysis was a comparison

of the "total number" of Group members displaced versus those "allegedly targeted for

destruction'Y'" From this numerical comparison, it concluded that the "intent behind" the pattern of

crimes in the Count I Municipalities was "removal" and not destruction.t'" Under this approach, the

existence of large-scale expulsions only detracts from an inference of genocidal intent, even when,

as here, the expulsions reinforced large-scale genocidal acts.418

116. Further, the Chamber concluded that it could not infer genocidal intent because "physical

destruction [... ] of the population" was not required for ICE members to achieve their objective of

"crearling] an ethnically pure Bosnian Serb state".419 That the Chamber was seeking evidence of

intent to physically destroy "the population" indicates that it equated genocidal intent with intent to

target all or most Group members with immediate physical dcstruction.F" However, genocidal

intent entails no numerical threshold, nor any requirement that a perpetrator seek to physically

destroy the entire 'population' of the targeted group.421 Immediate destruction is also not

required. 422

413 Karadiic 98bis AJ, para.56; Tolimir AJ, paras.246-247 quoting Tolimir TJ, para.745.
414 Below Sub-Ground 3(D).
415 In its "Applicable Law" section, the Chamber recognised "biological destruction" as part of the genocidal intent
definition. Judgement, para.553. However, in its application, the Chamber ignored biological destruction, instead
assessing whether there existed an intent to "physically destroy" the parts of the Groups in question. Although the
Chamber sometimes refers more broadly to "intent to destroy" or "genocidal intent" in its analysis, it does not use the
word "biological". Kg. Judgement, paras.2596-2602, 2605, 2625.
416 Judgement. para.2624.
417 Judgement, para.2624.
418 Below paras.1l8-120; Sub-Ground 3(D).
419 Judgement, para.2625.
410 See Judgement, para.2624.
421 Eg. Krstic AJ, para.32; StakicTJ, para.522.
422 Above paras. 106, 111-112. Also Krstic AJ, para.Sz.
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(b) The Chamber improperly excluded crimes that were not underlying acts of

genocide as evidence of genocidal intent

117. The Chamber only considered underlying acts of genocide within the pattern of crimes as

potentially reflecting genocidal intent. While "other culpable acts" systematically directed against

the target group-including forcible displacement and destruction of cultural and religious

property-can be indicators of genocidal intent,423 the Chamber disregarded or expressly discounted

these acts in assessing intent. Properly assessed, the "other culpable acts" in the Count 1

Municipalities-particularly the brutal and traumatic expulsions-amplified the destructive impact

of the overall pattern of crimes and should have been considered accordingly.

118. The Chamber's findings do not account for the possibility that conduct involving large-scale

forcible displacement alongside relatively fewer underlying acts of genocide can reflect genocidal

intent. Extensive case law, however, supports this conclusion. Indeed, forcible displacement can be

"an additional means hy which to ensure [... a group's] physical destruction".424 The Chamber

appeared to recognise this case law425 but did not apply it. Instead, it adopted a zero-sum approach

wherehy victims were targeted for either removal or destruction, with those placed in the removal

category automatically detracting from the Chamber's ability to infer genocidal intent. 426 Thus, the

Chamber erred by concluding that there were too many displacement victims for the pattern of

crimes to be compatible with genocidal intent without assessing the relationship between forcible

transfer and genocidal intent in this case. It did not assess whether, and to what extent, the forcible

displacement augmented the destructive impact of the underlying acts of genocide inflicted on the

targeted communities and did not tum its mind to the related question of whether ICE members

used genocide as a means to achieve their overarching permanent removal objective.427

119. The Chamber's simplistic numerical analysis of forcible displacement also disregards the

violent and traumatic circumstances surrounding the expulsions, circumstances demonstrating that

these crimes were intended as a further means "by which to ensure the physical destruction" of the

targeted communities.F'' As discussed below,429 expulsion operations were generally preceded by

violent, terrifying attacks on homes, villages and towns. Family members were forcibly separated in

traumatic circumstances. Victims were detained in life-threatening conditions, often for extended

423 E.g. Krstic AI, para.33; Jetisic AJ, para.47; Tolimir AI, paras.246-247; Seromba AI, para.176; Krstic TJ, para.58G;
PopovitTJ, para.823; Tolimir TJ, para.772.
424 Krstic AJ, para.3!. Also Tolimir AJ, para.2G9.
425 Judgement, para.553 (holding that forcible transfer "is a relevant consideration" citing, inter alia, Krstic AI,
rara.33).

26 See Judgement, para.2624.
427 Above Sub-Ground 3(B).
428 See Tolimir AJ, para.209.Also Krstic AJ, para.St.
429 Below Sub-Ground 3(D).
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periods, before being expelled. Survivors of these expulsions continue to suffer from the loss of

their homes, communities and livelihoods and from the pain of losing or not knowing the fate of

loved ones. ICTY case law has recognised the harm caused to victims of forcible displacement in

such traumatic circumstances as genocidal. 43o However, here the Chamber merely merged these

displacement victims into "[tlhe total number of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats displaced"

and determined that there were simply too many of them to allow for an inference of genocidal

intent,431

120. The Chamber's forcible displacement analysis particularly discounts the widespread

unlawful detention in appalling conditions. These detention-related crimes were central to

displacement in the Count 1 Municipalities.432 The Chamber not only failed to recognise that

deplorable detention conditions were aimed at the physical destruction of detainees433 and

constituted other culpable acts indicating genocidal intent; its intent analysis also does not account

for its finding that Karadzic closed detention camps "only when the international media started

reporting on the inhumane conditions".434 Thus, detainees fortunate enough to be expelled from

such camps before being killed or subjected to serious bodily or mental barm were counted among

those "displaced" rather than those "allegedly targeted for destruction't.v" For the Chamber to

consider these victims only as a figure in the subtraction column of its genocidal intent calculation

underscores its erroneous approach to intent.

121. The Chamber also disregarded the destruction of cultural and religions property as a marker

of genocidal intent. 436 Although the Chamber recognised that this "may be considered evidence of

intent to physically destroy the group",437 it only gave this passing mention in its genocidal intent

assessment.t" It failed to recognise that the virtual total destruction of homes and religious property

430 E.g. Popovic TJ, paras.846-847 (finding that the harm caused to forcible transfer victims by separations, being "tom
from their homes and all which was familiar to them" and living with the uncertainty of the fate of missing relatives
constituted serious mental harm under Article 4(2)(b»; Tolimir TJ. paras.756-757, 759 (finding that the suffering of
forcible transfer victims caused by separations, lack of permanent homes and basic necessities, continuing emotional
distress caused by loss of loved ones and no hope of returning to homes, many of which were destroyed, constituted
serious mental harm under Article 4(2)(b»; Tolimir AJ, paras.210-212. While in this case the Prosecution did not
charge the mental harm caused by the forcible transfer and the traumatic surrounding circumstances under
Article 4(2)(b), that such harm can qualify as a genocidal act supports a finding of genocidal intent.
431 Judgement, para.2624.
432 Judgement,para.3442. Above Ground2.
433 Above Sub-Grounds 2(B)-(C).
434 Judgement, para.3498. Also paras.3499-3500.
435 Judgement, para.2624. Also Exh.P731, p.l. The Prosecution maintains that detainees not subjected to genocidal acts
under Articles 4(2)(a) or 4(2)(b) were nevertheless victims of genocidal acts under Article 4(2)(c). Above Ground 2.
436 Krstic'Yl, para.580.
437 Judgement,para.553.
438 See Judgement, paras.2614-2625.
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of the targeted communities-c-resulting in the permanent removal of means of shelter and the

essential physical infrastructure for community life-supports a finding of genocidal intent.439

(c) The Chamber did not consider the broader and longer-term impact of both

genocidal acts and the pattern of crimes on the targeted co=unities

122. By hinging its intent analysis on a numerical comparison of those displaced versus those

"allegedly targeted for destruction", the Chamber also failed to account for the broader destructive

impact of underlying acts of genocide on the targeted communities, For example, both sexual

violence44o and the killing or other victimisation of group teadcrs'"! can have a destructive effect

beyond their immediate victims. By dividing Group members into two simple categories-direct

victims of genocidal acts versus victims of forcible displacement-the Chamber did not consider

that the commission of genocidal acts against the first category may have had a destructive impact

on individuals in the second category. An assessment of this broader destructive impact on the

targeted community and its ability to survive as such was cut off by the Chamber's narrow focus on

the immediate victims of genocidal acts.

123. More generally, the Chamber's simplistic division of victims into these two categories cut

off any assessment of the broader and long-term destructive impact of the overall pattern of crimes

on the targeted communities as such. This pattern of crimes included: thousands of incidents of

killings and other forms of violence, including sexual violence; mass detention in appalling

conditions; large-scale forcible displacement; and widespread destruction of homes, villages, towns

and religious sites. 442 In addition to killing or inflicting lasting physical or mental trauma on

thousands of Group members, the crimes destroyed livelihoods, tore apart families, severed social

bonds, permanently exiled survivors, wiped away the traces of their communities and left remaining

victims in a state of enduring trauma and uncertainty.443 However, for the Chamber, victims of this

devastation who were not themselves subjected to genocidal acts were considered as merely

contra-indications of genocidal intent. The Chamber gave no weight to their decimated families and

social structures, broken lives and ongoing suffering as evidence 'of intent to destroy their

communities as separate and distinct entities.

439 Below para. 137.
440 Above para. no. The Chamber found that rape occurred in Poda, Prijedor, Vlasenica and Zvomik but merely
"recall[ed]" some of these findings in"its genocidal intent assessment. Compare Judgement, paras.913, 916-923, 1139,
1194,1269,1282,1346,1830-1831 with paras.2614-2626.
441 Above para.lIO. The Chamber found that Serb Forces targeted prominent Muslims and Croats in the Count 1
Municipalities but its genocidal intent assessment makes no mention of this. Compare Judgement, paras.691, 723, 729,
769,774,876,883,898,1119,1162,1165,1276,1309,1502,1504, 1587, 1740, 1749, 1766, 1950, 1979, 1982, 2580
with paras.2614-2626.
442 Below Sub-Ground 3(D). Also Judgement, paras.2616-2623.
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124. Evidence demonstrating the destructive impact that genocidal acts had on other members of

the targeted communities and the long-term destructive impact of the overall pattern of crimes

includes:444

• [REDACTED]445

• Faik Biscevic survived detention in Sanski Most prison; he never leamed the fate of two of

his sons who were taken away by Serb Forces.446 He described how, years after the events,

he and his wife are "living as we have to do after experiencing the camp, the terror. [... ] It's

as if we have been killed [...] The children are not present. [... ] I don't know where they

were. If we could only bury them like normal people.,,447

• Ibro Osmanovic, a Vlasenica victim who, since the separation and detention of his family in

1992, is still searching for missing family members.t" referred to his experience as

something that "cannot be described in words." "You stay all alone. There is no one to open

the door for you. You are picking though bones, hoping to find at least that.,,449

Such evidence reveals the destructive impact that the scale and severity of the crimes in the Count 1

Municipalities had on the existence of the targeted communities as separate and distinct entities. A

proper assessment of genocidal intent would have considered this.

(d) The Chamber's overly-narrow conception of genocidal intent affected its

analysis of direct evidence of intent

125. While the Chamber's narrow view of genocidal intent is made explicit in its assessment of

the intent it could infer from the pattern of crimes, it also informed the Chamber's analysis of direct

evidence of intent. The Chamber concluded that Karadzic's and other ICE members' statements

about the disappearance.S" "eliminat[ion]",451 "annihilation,,452 or "possible extinction,,453 of the

Bosnian Muslims "did not support a conclusion" that the ICE members possessed "the intent to

443 Below Sub-Ground 3(D). Also Judgement, para.6047 (victims of persecution, murder and extermination in the
Municipalities "continue to suffer from the impact of these crimes to this day").
444 Also below para. 139. .
445 [REDACTED].
446 F.Biscevic:Exh.P135, pp.87-89 (T.7096-7098).
447 F.Biscevic:Exh.P122, p.61 (T.5544).
448 I.Osmanovic:Exh.P3212, para.193.
449 I.Osmanovic:T.17950. Also I.Osmanovic:Exh.P3212, para.193.
450 JUdgement, para.2599. Also Exhs.P3200, p.2; P5846, p.3 cited at Judgemeut, paras.2677-2678.
451 Judgement, para.2601 quoting Exh.D92.
452 Judgement, para.2599. Also Exhs.P3200, p.2; P5846, p.3 cited at Judgement, paras.2677-2678; Exh.D377 cited at
Judgement, para.2679.
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physically destroy" the Groups454 However, the Chamber considered this evidence "in the context

of the pattern of crimes" in the Count I Municipalities.Y' Having found-based on an overly

narrow view of intent-that this pattern did not reflect genocidal intent, it concluded likewise in

relation to the statements of those responsible for this pattern. However, when the ICE members'

statements are viewed in light of the true destructive impact of the pattern of crimes on the targeted

communities, they match the outcome on the ground. These communities were indeed annihilated.

Correctly assessed, both the statements of ICE members and the pattern of crimes they

implemented in the Count I Municipalities reflect genocidal intent and are mutually reinforcing in

that regard.

D. Sub-Ground 3(D): Karadzic and other .ICE members possessed genocidal intent

126. A holistic considerationv" of the pattern of crimes in Count I Municipalities and the

statements and conduct of the ICE members responsible for that pattern, viewed against the proper

legal framework of genocidal intent,457 leads to only one reasonable conclusion: Karadzic and other

ICE members possessed and shared genocidal intent.

1. The pattern of crimes in the Count I Municipalities reflects genocidal intent

127. The pattern of crimes in the Count I Municipalities reflects genocidal intent on the part of

those most responsible for this pattem-c-Karadzic and other ICE members. Acting in furtherance of

the common criminal purpose, Serb Forces perpetrated a campaign of violence against the parts of

the Groups in the Count I Municipalitiesv" that included thousands of genocidal acts459 as well as

other widespread crimes460-particularly forcible displacement'P'vand property crimes462 The

destructive impact of this overall pattern of crimes on the Bosnian Muslim and Croat communities

in these municipalities reflects genocidal intent.

128. This criminal campaign was orchestrated to further the ICE's permanent removal

objective.t'" However, the extreme violence with which that objective was pursued in the Count I

Municipalities, and the resulting devastation of the targeted communities, demonstrates that ICE

453 Judgement, para.2599. Also Exh.D267 cited at Judgement, para.2675.
454 Judgement, para.2605. Also paras.2599-2604.
455 Judgement, para.2605.
456 Above para.114.
457Above Sub-Ground 3(C).
458 Judgement, para.2468. Also para.3443.
459 See Judgement, paras.2578-2582.
460 See Judgement, paras.2614-2623.
461 Judgement, paras.2465-2481, 2519-2521.
462 Judgement, paras.2539-2559.
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members used genocide as a means to implement the permanent removal objectivc.T'" While many

Group members were expelled without being subjected to pleaded genocidal acts, the violent and

debumanising manner in which Serb Forces effected the mass expulsion of Muslims and Croats

from the Count 1 Municipalities'F'' exemplifies why forcible displacement may be "an additional

means by which to ensure the physical destruction" of a community and can reflect genocidal

intent.466 Indeed, the nature of the forcible displacement in the Count 1 Municipalities-conducted

alongside large-scale killing and other genocidal acts, involving separation of families and the

emotional distress caused by the loss of loved ones, and leaving victims with no hope of returning

to destroyed homes and villages-is similar to forcible displacement operations that have been

found to result in serious mental harm under Article 4(2)(b). 467

129. The criminal campaign followed a similar pattern in each of the Count 1 Municipalities.

However, as at trial,468 the Prosecution focuses here on Prijedor, where the scale and intensity of the

crimes reflects an unmistakable intent to destroy, while providing additional references to other

municipalities.

130. The Muslims and Croats of Prijedor constituted substantial parts of the GroupS.469 These

parts were substantial in size470 and symbolic of the region's WWll legacy, including the

victirnisation of Serbs that Karadzic and other ICE members emphasised in spccchcs.Y' Prijedor

was also key territory in relation to the strategic goal of creating a Serb corridor between Semberija

and Krajina. 472

131. Serb Forces launched their violent campaign in Prijedor in May 1992 with a wave of attacks

against Muslims in the areas of Hambarine, Ljubija, Kozarac and Kamicani, These attacks involved

sustained shelling and firing at civilians, homes and mosqucs.F? Houses were set ablaze with

inhabitants still inside.474 Kozarac town "was completely destroyed",475 and "entire villages were

463 Judgement, para.3443.
464 The permanent removal objective is compatible with genocidal intent. Above Sub-Ground 3(B).
465 Below paras.131-139. Also above paras.27-32.
466 Krstic AJ, paras.31, 33.
467 The Prosecution did not plead the forcible displacement and surrounding context as acts causing serious mental harm
under Article 4(2)(b), bnt JCTY case law demonstrates that forcible displacement of this kind can fall within
Article 4(2)(b). Above para.119, fn.430. Below paras.136-137.
468 Above para.89.
469 See Krstic AJ, paras.8, 12-13.
470 See Exb.P6684, p.2 (B/CIS).
471 See Exhs.P6164, p.32 (Karadzic claimed Prijedor during negotiations based on a 1931 census, asserting: "This is a
continuation of World War Two."); P3703, p.15. Below para.141.
472 AFlO04; Exbs.P956, p.9; P781; P2561.
473 Judgement, paras. 1618-1621, 1643, 1666, 1669.
474 Judgement, para.1621. Also e.g. Bratunac: paras.731, 748; Foea: paras.857, 2617; Kljue: paras.1512, 1514, 1553;
Sanski Most: paras. 1945, 1954; Vlasenica: paras.1119, 1129-1131, 1133; Zvomik: paras. 1260, 1269, 1264.
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'razed' .,,476 Serb Forces murdered dozens of inhabitants'[" while wounding.t" shooting at,479 and

mistreating others.480In the midst of the Kozarac attack, a Serb commander told a doctor attempting

to negotiate safe passage for the wounded, including two children, one of whose legs were

shattered: "Let all of you balija [...Jdie there. We'll kill you all anyway.,,481

132. Within days of this initial violence, Serb Forces attacked Prijedor's historic, mainly

Muslim-inhabited old town, Stari Grad.482 While "Chetnik" songs calling for the killing of "Turks

and other non-Serb people" played on the radio, Serb Forces attacked with tank and grenade fire,

setting parts of Stari Grad ablaze483 and deliberately burning and destroying mosques.P" They

searched and looted houses,485 taking many non-Serbs away to camps while subjecting remaining

inhabitants to a "terrible state" involving harassment, beatings, evictions, looting, restrictions on

movement, deprivation of utilities, and a propaganda campaign calling for the "lynch[ing]" of

non_Serbs.486

133. On 20 July 1992, Serb Forces continued the pattern of violence with a brutal assault on

villages in the Brdo area. They burned and destroyed mosques and homes487 while abusing and

terrorising villagers.f" They murdered at least 300 non-Serbs, including women and children, in the

course of a single day,489 and more in the ensuing days.49o Between 24 and 26 July, they carried out

an equally bloody attack on the Croat village of Brisevo, murdering at least 68 inhabitants, again

including women and children, while burning down houses and the Catholic church.t'"

475 Judgement, para. 1626.
476 Judgement, para.1621. Also e.g. Bratuuac: paras.728, 730, 2618; Foea: paras.857, 859-861; Kljue: paras.1514, 1519;
Sauski Most: para. 1946; V1asenica: paras.1130-1131, 1134, 1139.
477Judgement,paras.1619, 1624, 1631, 1636-1637, 1643-1649, 1651-1657, 1670, 1672, 1675, 1677.
478 Judgement, paras. 1624, 1675.
479 Judgement, para.1669.
480 Judgement, paras. 1634, 1672.
481 Judgement, para. 1625.
482 AF1268.
483 Judgement, para.1606.
484 See Judgement, para.1606 relying on Exhs.P3528, pp.78-81; P3478, pp.142-143.
485 Judgement, para.1610. Also e.g. Bratunac: para.728; Foea: paras.857, 866; Kliue: paras.1511, 1512, 1566; Sauski
Most: paras. 1944, 1967,2037; V1asenica: paras. 1119, 1126, 1134, 1176, 1196; Zvomik: paras. 1264, 1282.
486 Judgement, paras. 1607-1610.
487 Judgement, paras.1680-1681, 1683-1684, 1706.
488 Judgement, paras.1683, 1685, 1687, 1701-1702.
489 Judgement, para.1715. Also paras. 1696-1699, 1701-1712.
490 Judgement, paras. 1684-1692.
491 Judgement, paras. 1721-1735.
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134. In the course of these attacks, Serh Forces rounded up Muslim and Croat civilians in violent

and terrifying circumstances.Y" They forcihly separated families493 and detained thousands-men,

women, children and elderly alike-in ahysmal conditions, often for extended periods of time,494

primarily in three camps-Omarska, Keratenn and Tmopolje.495

135. At Omarska and Keratenn hundreds were killed by Serb Forces who executed and beat

prisoners to death496 and conducted several mass executions.T" Across Prijedor's camp network,

detainees were regularly murdered, tortured and abused.498 Prisoners were thrown into fue,499

gassed,500 forced to drink motor oil501 and lie in excrement.i'" raped and otherwise sexually

assaulted,503 cut and stabbed with knives,504 forced to dispose of bodies of murdered prisoners 505

and clean up human remains.506 Community leaders and intellectuals were "earmarked for

elimination,,507 A series of Omarska killings in July 1992 targeted professionals and community

leaders.508 Detainees were also subjected to deplorable conditions-severe overcrowding; meagre

food and water; lack of bedding or toilets and other hygienic facilities, causing illness and

infestations, which went untreated due to inadequate medical care.509 An Omarska survivor

described the camp as "inhumane and pitiless machinery, which did not see anything human in

492 E.g. Judgement, paras. 1626-1629, 1633-1634 relying on KDZ392:Exh.P707, pp.22-26 (T.2624-2628) (confidential),
1672, 1688-1690, 1696-1698, 1719. Also e.g. Bratunac: paras.728, 732; Foea: paras.861, 868, 873; Kljue: para.1519;
Sauski Most: paras.1948, 1955; Vlaseuica: paras. 1131, 1133-1134, 1139, 1144, 1151; Zvornik: paras. 1267, 1271.
493 E.g. Judgemeut, paras. 1628, 1672, 1837, 1864. Also e.g. Bratunac: paras.748, 759, 763, 767; Foea: paras.862, 873;
Kljue: para.1546; Sauski Most: paras.1979, 2006, 2014; Vlasenica: paras.1131, 1144, 1186, 1199; Zvornik: paras.1256,
1273, 1304, 1333, 1363.
494 Judgement, paras. 1774, 1805, 1832. Also e.g. paras.888, 922,1179,1201,1301,1536,1991,2011,2018.
495 Judgement, paras. 1738, 2620.
496 Judgement, paras. 1760-1763, 1766-1767, 1774, 1801-1802.
497 Judgement, para.2461.
498 Judgement, paras. 1747, 1774, 1805, 1832, 1834-1847, 1859 (fn.6405), 1861, 1871, 1873-1877, 1885.
499 Jndgement, para. 1764.
sao Judgement, para.1809.
501 Judgement, para.1762.
.'102 Judgement, para.l756.
503 Judgement, paras.1769-1772, 1803, 1830-1831. Also [REDACTED]; Judgement, para.1831 relying on AF1241;
Judgement, para.2493, fn.8405 (hearing these screams was "mental abuse" for detainees). E.g. KDZ093:Exh.P705, p.42
(T.6237); I.MerdZanic:Exh.P3881, p.49 (T.7762). Also e.g. Foea: Judgement, paras.913, 916-917, 920-923; Vlaseniea:
p,aras.1139, 1194; Zvomik: para.1346.

04 Judgement, paras. 1765, 1824.
505 Judgement, paras.1766, 1780, 1811-1812, 1827, 1869. Also e.g. Bratunae: para.777; Vlaseniea: paras.1169, 1204
1205. Further Judgement, para.2493.
506 Judgement, para. I? 66.
507 E.g. AF1120-AF1121. Also Judgement, paras.1740, 1753, 1766,2496, fn.8423.
508 AF1191. Above paras.liO, 122 (targeting of community leaders can indicate genocidal intent). Also e.g. Bratunac:
Judgement, paras.769, 774; Vlaseniea: paras. 1162, 1165; Zvornik: para.1309.
509 See Judgement, paDls.1747, 1774, 1805, 1832, 1861, 1885 (Prijedor). Also above Suh-Ground 2(C). Further e.g.
Bratunae: para.780; Foea: paras.903, 915; Sauski Most: paras.1991, 1998,2011,2018; VIasenica: paras.1167, 1179,
1201; Zvomik: para. 1307.
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I

anyone.,,5IO Those who survived the violence and deprivations of the camps-largely thanks to

. . I d 511 II d 512internationa exposure an pressure -were expe e .

136. While some Prijedor Muslims and Croats escaped direct victimisation by genocidal acts and

were instead expelled through the wave of violence,513 the destructive impact on them and their

communities is undeniable. They survived violent attacks on their homes and villages'!" and

witnessed the murder515 and cruel treatmenri'" of loved ones and neighbours and the devastation of

homes, villages517 and places ot worship.t" They were forced to abandon their possessions, homes,

communities and livelihoods519 and were left agonising over the fate of missing loved ones.520

137. The Chamber recognised that this forcible displacement was "committed with the intent to

inflict serious mental suffering, or with knowledge that these acts were likely to cause such

suffering.,,521 However, the Chamber failed to recognise its destructive impact on Prijedor's Muslim

and Croat communities and corresponding destructive intent.522 In the same vein, while the

Chamber found that the destruction of homes and religious sites "affected indispensable and vital

assets of the population,,,523 it failed to recognise the destructive impact of the almost total

510 M.Sejmenovic:T.20495.
511 Above paras.74 (1" bullet). 120.
512 Judgement. paras. 1902, 1912-1913, 2620. Also e.g. Bratunac: paras.728-732, 747; Foe.: para.933; Kljue: para.1561;
Sanski Most: para.2039; Vlasenica: para. 1219.
513 See Judgement, paras.1900, 2620. Also para. 1907 citing Exb.P3852, p.Z. By 1995, the combined Muslim and Croat
populations of Prijedor had faJlen from 50% to less than 7%. Judgement, para.1913. Also EXh.P6684, p.2 relied on at
Judgement, para.1574; Exh.P5449, pp.6-7 relied on at Judgement, paras. 1913, 2620. Also e.g. Bratunac: paras.728-731;
Foea: paras. 856, 2617; Kljue: paras. 1563-1566, 1568; Sanski Most: paras.2035, 2039; Vlasenica: paras.1214-1222;
Zvornik: paras.1268-1269, 1364.
514 Judgement, paras. 1897, 1900, 2620. Also para.2468.
515 E.g. Judgement, paras.1619, [REDACTED], 1652-1654, 1670, 1675, 1686, 1689, 1696, 1698, 1701-1705, 1721
1732, 1760-1763, 1766, 1801-1802. Also para.2446, fn.8227. Further es. Bratunac: paras.728-729, 731, 734, 746-747;
Foea: paras.868, 906-908; Kljue: paras.1517-1519, [REDACTEDI, 1551-1553; Sanski Most: paras. 1956-1958, 1963,
1967, 1971, 1975, 2000; Vlasenica: paras.1140-1144, 1151-1152, 1155-1158, 1169, 1204-1206; Zv6mik: paras.1256
1257, 1301, 1311, 1349.
516 E.g. Judgement, paras.2485-2506, fns.8361-8362, 8367-8369, 8373, 8379-8380, 8385, 8390, 8393-8395, 8397,
8399-8400,8404-8406, 8409,8417,8421-8423,8425,8427, 8430,8437, 8442, 8449,8453.
511 E.g. Judgement, paras.1607-1608, 1621, 1638, 1666, 1669, 1672, 1675, 1680, 1683, 1722-1723, 1727,2620. Also
AFI037; Exh.P3852, p.2; Nusret Sivac:Exh.P3478, pp.60-61 (T.6610-6611); Ijvlerdzanic.Exh.Pggg l. pp.87-88, 115
(T.7800-7801, 7836); Exh.D40IO, p.J.
518 Judgement, para.1892 citing Exh.D4010, p.S. Eg. Judgement, paras.1639, 1643, 1666, 1684, 1701, 1706, 1727,
1886-1896,2552,2620. Also Exhs.P3852, p.2; P4070, pp.211-258; P586; LMerdZanic:Exh.P3881, pp.87, 115 (T.7800,
7836). Also e.g. Bratunac: par a.783; Foca; para.928; Kljue: para.1558; Sanski Most: para.2031; VI.senic.: para.1196;
Zvornik: para. 1359.
519 E.g. Judgement, paras. 1640, 1687, 1851, 1912, 2469, 2480, 2542. Also e.g. Bratun.c· par.s.762, 764; Foea:
par a.899; Kljue: para8.1524, 1538, 1548, 1566; Sanski Most: paras.1975, 2021; Vlasenica: par'8.1152, 1157, 1174,
1186; Zvornik: paras. 1266, 1273, 1277, 1290, 1313.
520 KDZ092:Exh.P703, p.28 (T.3947); S.Elk.sovic:Exh.P690, p.32 (T,4627). Also e.g. Sanski Most: [REDACTED];
F.Biseevic:Exh.P135, p.89 (T.7098); VIasenica: LOsmanovic:Exh.P3212, par a.193.
sat Judgement, par a.2480.
522 Above paras.118-120.
523 Judgement, para.2557.
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destruction of sacred sites and personal property of Prijedor's Muslim and Croat communitiesf"

and the intent that this reflects. 525

138. The Chamber found that countless numbers of Prijedor's Muslims and Croats were

subjected to the genocidal acts of killing526 and serious bodily and mental harm.527 It should also

have recognised that thousands more were subjected to destructive conditions of life.528 However,

the genocidal intent analysis does not boil down to a consideration of these acts alone.529They were

part of a broader campaign that targeted and destroyed the very fabric of these communities and

their ability to exist as separate and distinct entities.

139. Certainly, victims do not distinguish between the suffering that flows from crimes falling

within Article 4(2) versus other culpable acts. They experienced the combined impact of these

crimes, which is reflected in their descriptions of their devastated lives, families and

communities.F" Prijedor victims spoke of their lives "stoppling]" in 1992;531 of experiencing "no

more happiness,,;532 of feelings of loss of loved ones, family srructures" and [REDACTED];534 of

[REDACTED];535 and of never truly being able to return 'home' .536 Such evidence can only be

understood as the victims considering that their communities have ceased to exist as separate and

distinct entities and further supports the inference that the crimes were intended to have this effect.

2. KaradziC's and other ICE members' statements support an inference of genocidal intent

140. Karadzic and other ICE members repeatedly disseminated the view that Serbs faced

genocide at the hands of Muslims and Croats, setting the stage for the use of extreme, and indeed

genocidal, means to ward off this supposed existential threat. At the same time they spoke in terms

524 Above para.136.
525 Above para.121; Tolimir TJ, para.757 (inabilityof forcible transfer victims to return to homes anddestructionof their
homes are relevant to assessing serious mental harm under Art.4(2)(b)) affirmed by Tolimir AJ, paras.210-211.
526 Judgement, paras.2446-2448, fns.8227, 8243, 8253, para.2461. Also paras.2578-2579. Also e.g. Bratunac: fns.8223,
8236, 8251; Foca: fns.8224,· 8238, 8252; Kljuc: fns.8225, 8240; Sanski Most: fns.8228, 8245, 8255; Vlasenica:
fns.8231, 8246; Zvomik: fns.8232, 8248, 8256.
527 E.g. Judgement, paras.2485-2506, fns.8361-8362, 8367-8369, 8373, 8379-8380, 8385, 8390, 8393-8395, 8397,
8399-8400,8404-8406,8409,8417,8421-8423,8425, 8427, 8430,8437, 8442, 8449, 8453. Also paras.2580-2582. Also
e.g. Bratunac: fns.8361-8362, 8394, 8404, 8409, 8415, 8430; Foc.: fns.8361, 8367, 8370-8372, 8394, 8396, 8400,
8402, 8404-8405, 8425, 8431, 8435, 8442-8445; Kljuc: fns.8367, 8369, 8375-8376, 8378, 8391, 8394, 8397, 8404,
8407, 8409, 8414, 8427, 8430-8431; Sanski Most· fns.8367, 8394, 8397, 8427; Vlasenica: fns.8361, 8364, 8367-8369,
8376, 8388, 8394, 8396, 8399, 8404, 8406, 8427-8428, 8430, 8439; Zvomik: fns.8361, 8365-8367, 8369, 8380, 8384,
8389,8394,8396-8397,8404,8406,8409-8410, 8412, 8421,8427,8429-8430,8441,8448,8451.
528 Above Ground 2.
529 Above paras.114-124.
530 Above para.124.
531 KDZ093:Exh.P705, pA2 (T.6237).
532 KDZ093:Exh.P705, pA2 (T.6237).
533 E.g. KDZ038:Exh.P676, p.73 (T.6929); KDZ093:Exh.P705, p.59 (T.6254); [REDACTED]
534 [REDACTED].
535 [REDACTED].
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evoking the destruction of the Groups. Such statements further reflect the JCE members' genocidal

intent. This is particularly so when these statements are viewed in light of the scale and intensity of

violence inflicted against Muslims and Croats in the Count 1 Municipalities, for which Karadzic

and other JCE members were found responsible, and the true destructive impact of the crimes on

these communities.

141. The Chamber found that Karadzic emphasised the WWII genocide against the Serbs to

"incit[e] inter-ethnic hatred",537 rally his followers "to fight for what was portrayed as their

survival,,538 and justify his criminal objcctives.r'" He painted Muslims and Croats as posing an

existential threat to Serbs and warned that a genocidal conflict was brcwing.i'" International

negotiator Herbert Okun responded to Karadzics "constant references" to the WWII genocide by

warning Karadfic that this "obsess[ion]" might lead him to commit "pre-emptive genocide"

because he viewed past crimes as "justif[ying] all of Bosnian Serb behaviour".541

142. Karadfic also repeatedly foreshadowed the destruction of the Groups. His public

statements542include:

• A pre-conflict speech before the Bosnian Assembly in which he proclaimed that Bosnian

Muslims seeking independence would take Bosnia on a "highway of hell and suffering [... ]

and Muslim people in possible extinction. ,,543

• A speech before the RS Assembly at the height of the violence in July 1992 in which he

declared there was "truth in [the statement] that this conflict was roused to eliminate the

Muslims" and noted "they are vanishing'Y'" acknowledging an earlier comment that the

Serbs were assigned to be the Muslims' "executioners'Yf

In less public settings, Karadzic spoke more candidly about his willingness to use genocide as a

means to pursue his objectives. In telephone conversations in late 1991, Karadzic warned, for

536I.Merdzanic:Exh.P3881, p.88 (T.7801); [REDACTED].
537 Judgement, paras.2598, 2672.
538 Judgement, para.2672.
539 Judgement, paras.3485-3487.
540 Judgement, paras.2655, 2658, 2659, 2672, 3485.
541 H.Okun:Exh.P776, pp.22, 31 (T.4156, 4165); T.1490; Exh.P779, p.43; Judgement, para.2662.
542 The Chamber found that Karadfic was conscious of public perception and the image that he portrayed to the
ioternational community. E.g. Judgement, paras.2846-2847, 2900, 3095, 3381, 3484, 3503.
543 Exh.D267. pp.3-4 relied on at Judgement, para.2675.
544 Exh.D92, p.86.
545 Exh.D92, ppAO-41 (earlier speech: "we must admit that the Muslims have been planted to us as a people whose
executioners we are to be"); T.28713 (Prosecution linking the speeches).
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instance, that Bosnian Muslims would "disappear from the face of the earth,,,546 "be annihilated,,547

and be "up to their necks in blood,,548 in a "war uutil their extinction,,549 if they persisted in

pursuing independence.

143. Statements by co-ICE members550 echo Karadzic's, reflecting shared genocidal intent.

Mladic told the RS Assembly that his focus was on the Muslims "vanish[ing] completcly'F" and

commented to a fihn crew that he killed Muslims "in passing" because "who gives a fuck for

them!,,552 Mladic also echoed Karadzic's view that WWll-era crimes justified Serb actions.553

Seselj likewise warned that action was necessary to prevent a "new genocide" against the Serbs,554

urging that "there should not be hesitating, waiting [... ] the next time they strike, we should finish

them off, so they never strike back.'0555 Similarly, Plavsic said that "the Bosnian Muslims should be

slaughtered or exterminated'f''? and declared: "if it takes the lives of 3 million people to solve this

crisis, let's get it done and move on.',557

144. When ICE members visited Prijedor for an RS Assembly session in October 1992,

following the decimation of Prijedor's Muslim and Croat communities, Mladic told a reporter that

he was proud of his soldiers' contributions. Plavsic confirmed it was "not by chance" that Prijedor

was chosen to host the session, explaining Krajisnik "bore in mind what had happened in

Prijedor".558 Karadzic subsequently promoted and commended Prijedor SIB Chief Simo Drljaca,

who oversaw Prijedor's camps, and commanded those responsible for genocidal acts in Prijedor,

including the Koricanske Stijene massacre.F"

145. The Chamber found that ICE members' statements demonstrated their willingness "to use

force and violence against Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats,,560 to achieve the goal of ethnic

separation. However, when such statements are assessed in the context of their use as justification

546 Judgement, para.2678. Also T.3490 (Karadzic cross-examining a witness on this statement "I'm informing my
friend [... J how [the Bosnian Mnslims] would [... J disappear from the face of the earth" if they persisted in trying to
create an independent state).
547 Judgement, para.2677.
548 Judgement, pata.2678.
549 Judgement, para.2680.
550 Judgement, para.3462.
551 Exh.P1385, p.49.
552 Exh.P4442, p.l.
553 Judgement, paras.2662, 2669, 2832, 3272 citing Exhs.PI484, p.150, P792, p.49, P2566. Also ExhsD232, para.2;
D593, p.l; P1385, pp.47-48.
554 Judgement, para.2657 quoting Exh.P2527. Also para.3330.
555 Jndgement, para.3329 quoting Exh.P6393.
556 Judgement, para.2727.
557 Judgement, para.2727 quoting CDoyle:T.2672. Also paras.3259, 3449.
558 Exh.P1360, pp.4, 13.
559 Judgement, para.3432. Also paras.1833-l845.
560 Judgement, para.2599.
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and support for the appalling and systematic violent acts committed in the Count 1 Municipalities'?'

for which Karadzic and other ICE members were responsible562-and in light of the true

destructive impact of the pattern of crimes on the targeted communitiesf"-they affirm the

inference that Karadzic and other ICE members possessed and shared genocidal intent.

146. ICE members shared a common purpose to permanently remove the Bosnian Muslims and

Croats through the organised and systematic commission of crimes. 564 The totality of the evidence

shows that in the Connt 1 Municipalities these crimes reflected an intent to destroy the parts of the

Groups in the Count 1 Municipalities or at least parts of the Groups in individual Municipalities,

especially Prijedor. The only reasonable conclusion to draw from this evidence, considered

alongside the Chamber's own underlying findings, is that Karadzic and the other ICE members

possessed genocidal intent.

E. Remedy

147. The Appeals Chamber should correct the Chamber's errors together with the errors alleged

in Grounds 1 and 2 and find that Karadzic and other ICE members shared the intent to commit

genocide in relation to the parts of the Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian Croat Groups: in the Count 1

Municipalities considered cumulatively or, alternatively, in individual Count 1 Municipalities,

especially Prijedor. The Appeals Chamber should find accordingly that genocide formed part of the

common criminal purpose of the Overarching ICE, enter a conviction under Count 1 under the first

category of ICE liability pursuant to Article 7(1) and increase Karadzic's sentence.

561 See Judgement, paras.2614-2622, 3441. Above paras. 131-139.
562 Judgement, paras. 3524, 6047.
563 Above Sub-Ground 3(C).
564 Judgement, paras.3440-3447. Above Ground 1.
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148. Karadzic's leading role in crimes committed throughout BiH distinguishes him as the most

serious offender convicted by the ICTY to date. From the top of the Bosnian Serb civilian and

military hierarchies, Karadzic dedicated the vast resources under bis control to further four

interconnected ICEs. He is criminally responsible for the ethnic cleansing campaign across large

parts of BiH that included persecution, extermination, murder and forcible displacement of many

thousands of Muslims and Croats. Forces under his control sniped and shelled the besieged city of

Sarajevo for more than three and a half years with the purpose of spreading terror among the

civilian population. He is guilty of the Srebrenica genocide, arguably the worst single crime in

Europe since WWIl. And he is responsible for taking scores of UN personnel hostage in response to

NATO's actions aimed at halting Karadzic's criminal conduct.

149. The Chamber failed to properly exercise its discretion when it imposed a fixed-term

sentence of 40 years. The gravity of each of the case's three main ICEs-Overarching, Sarajevo

and Srebrenica-individually warrants a life sentence. Four of Karadfic's subordinates received life

sentences for participation in only one of these ICEs. Taken together, these three ICEs, along with

the Hostages ICE, form the largest and gravest set of crimes ever attributed to a single person at the

ICTY. This unprecedented gravity far surpasses the threshold required for the maximum sentence

of life imprisomnent.

150. Karadzic's 40-year sentence does not properly reflect the gravity of his criminal

responsibility. His sentence conveys that his crimes do not warrant the stigma of the Tribunal's

highest sentence.

151. It is impossible to understand why the Chamber did not impose a life sentence. The

Chamber's sentencing opinion does not explain why the Chamber selected a fixed-term sentence of

40 years. The Chamber failed to address or even acknowledge the Prosecution's submission that life

imprisomnent was the only appropriate sentence. Nor did it consider the Tribunal's sentencing

practice in comparable cases or explain the impact of mitigating circumstances on the sentence.

152. The Chamber also erred in its treatment of aggravating and mitigating circumstances. It

failed to properly consider and weigh abuse of authority as an aggravating factor that increased the

gravity of the crimes. The Chamber did not explain the effect of the mitigating factors it accepted. If

mitigation was the Chamber's reason for imposing a sentence below life imprisomnent, then it gave

too much weight to insignificant mitigating circumstances.
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153. By imposing a 40-year sentence, the Chamber abused its discretion. Through one or a

combination of errors, the Chamber reached an unreasonable outcome incommensurate with the

gravity of Karadzic' s criminal responsibility.

154. The Appeals Chamber should increase Karadzic's sentence to life imprisonment.

A. KaradZiC's 40-year sentence is unreasonable and inadequately reasoned

155. The sentence imposed in this case is so unreasonable that it shows that the Chamber failed

to give sufficient weight to the gravity of the crimes or otherwise failed to exercise its discretion

properly.565 Karadzic's crucial role in anyone of the three main ICEs warranted a life sentence.

Together, the gravity of Karadzic's crimes in the Overarching, Sarajevo and Srebrenica ICEs is

unprecedented and far surpasses the threshold for a life sentence. Yet the Chamber sentenced

Karadzic to a fixed-term of 40 years. In light of the massive scale of the crimes and Karadzic'x

central role in them, the limited mitigating factors recognised by the Chamber cannot justify

anything less than the maximum available sentence of life imprisonment.

1. The Chamber's gravitv [mdings require a life sentence

156. The Chamber failed to give appropriate weight to its own findings on the extreme gravity of

Karadzic's crimes and his crucial role in them. On the Chamber's findings, Karadzic's

responsibility is at the highest level in relation to both aspects of the gravity analysis: (i) the

inherent gravity of the crimes; and (ii) the form and degree of his participation in those crimes. 566

157. The Chamber determined that Karadzic's crimes were "among the most egregious of crimes

in international criminal law and include extermination as a crime against humanity and

genocide.,,567 As the ICTR Appeals Chamber has observed, most convictions for extermination and

genocide have resulted in life sentences unless there were "especially significant mitigating

565 E.g. osu: AJ, paras.394. 455; Popovic AJ, para.1962.
566 Galic AJ, para.409; Mrkfic AJ, para.375; Gelebid AJ, para.741; Aleksovski AJ, para.182 citing Kupreskic AJ,
r,ara.852.
. 67 JUdgement, para.6046.
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circumstances'F'" such as a guilty plea or a violation of the accused's rights.569There were no such

circumstances in this case.570

158. The Chamber found that Karadzic was involved in "a wide range of criminal acts

throughout the entire period of the conflict in BiH.,,571 It noted the "sheer scale" of Karadzic's

crimes "as well as their systematic cruelty and their continued impact on the victims who have

survived".572 The Chamber's findings highlight the extreme gravity of Karadzic's crimes and his

"essential"?" role in them:

• Karadzic was "at the apex of power and played an integral role,,574 in the Overarching ICE.

He "established the institutions" used to carry out this plan and "created a climate of

impuuity" for these crimes.575 He was responsible for "atrocious crimes,,576 against

thousands of victims. Those who survived "continue to suffer from the impact of these

crimes to this daY",577 two decades later.

• Karadzic's contribution to the Sarajevo ICE was "so instrumental that without his support

the SRK attacks on civilians could not have in fact occurred. ,,578 He was criminally

responsible for subjecting many thousands of trapped civilians to a campaign of suiping and

shelling designed to terrorise the city's inhabitants for three and a half years. 579 Many

civilians were killed and wounded; "no place in the city was safe".580

• In relation to the Srebreuica ICE, Karadfic was "the sole person in the RS with the power to

prevent the Bosuian Serb Forces from moving the Bosnian Muslim males to Zvornik to be

killed." Instead, he ordered their transfer to Zvornik, thereby "agree[ing] to and enabl[ing]

the implementation of a systematic, organised, and large scale murder operation".581

568 Gacumbitsi AJ, para.204.
569 Gacumbitsi AJ, para.204 ("unlike in most of the other cases in which those convicted for genocide have received less
than a life sentence, there were no especially significant mitigating circumstances here."), fn.446 (referring to cases
involving genocide and extermination). Also Semenza AJ, para.389 ("[C]onvictions for perpetrating genocide, at least
those not reached after a guilty plea, have generally resulted in life sentences."). The ICTY Appeals Chamber has also
singled out genocide as an "especially grievous and reprehensible violation" requiring "special condemnation and
0j6probrium". Krstic AJ, paras.36. 275.
5 Below paras.176-179.
571 Judgement, para.6046.
572 Judgement, para.6046.
573 Judgement, para.6052.
574 Judgement, para. 6047.
575 Judgement, para.6047.
576 Judgement, para.6047.
577 Judgement, para.6047.
m Judgement, para.6048.
579 Judgement, para.6048.
580 Judgement, para.6048.
581 Judgement, para.6049. The Chamber also found that Karadzic "was the driving force" behind the hostage-taking of
UN personnel. Judgement. para.6050.
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Karadzic was responsible for genocide, extermination and other crimes that included the

"killing of at least 5,115 Bosnian Muslim men and the forcible transfer of 30,000 Bosnian

Muslim women, children, and elderly".582 The Chamber recalled its earlier findings

"describ[ing] in harrowing detail the systematic brutality,,583 of these crimes.

159. Karadfic's responsibility for anyone of the three main JCEs warranted a life sentence.

Cumulatively, Karadzic's conviction far surpasses the threshold for a life sentence,584 leaving no'

room for any other sentence. Only the most exceptional of mitigating circumstances could serve to

reduce his sentence below life imprisonment. No such circumstances are present here.585 Anything

less than a life sentence does not adequately reflect the crimes for which Karadzic is responsible

and the crucial role that he played in their commission.P'''

2. A life sentence is greater than 40 years

160. A life sentence is both qualitatively and quantitatively greater than a fixed-term sentence.

The MICT President has confirmed that a life sentence is "qualitatively distinct from and greater

than a sentence of a fixed term in years. ,,587

161. Qualitatively, as the highest sentence available in this jurisdiction, a life sentence carries

special significance. It conveys a unique stigma as the strongest condemnation that the international

community can express. 588 In contrast, the Chamber's 40-year sentence indicates that Karadzic's

conduct does not deserve the Tribunal's strongest condemnation.

162. Quantitatively, a life sentence is considered "more" than the highest fixed-term sentence

handed down by the ad hoc Tribunals.589 Conversely, a fixed-term sentence is "by its nature a

reduced sentence from that of life imprisonment't.P" ICTY and ICTR Appeals Chambers have

repeatedly confirmed that life sentences are longer than high fixed-term sentences by reducing life

sentences to fixed-term sentences of 40 years or more to account for partial appellate acquittals or

violations of the accused's rights.591 These cases further show that Karadzic's sentence is not even

jn the top range of ICTY and ICTR fixed-term sentences. In Nyiramasuhuko, for example, the

582 Judgement, para.6049.-Karadzic was also convicted as a superior for failing to punish some of these killings.
583 Judgement, para.6049.
584 Below para.l63.
585 Below paras. 176-179.
586 E.g. Kamuhanda AI, para.351.
587 'GalicEarly Release Decision, para.29.
588 Regarding sentencing as an expression of international condemnation: E.g. BraID SAJ, para.82; Aleksovski AJ,
para. 185. Regarding life sentences in particular: E.g. Nahimana TJ, para.1097 affinned by Nahimana AI, paras.1059
1060; Duch AI, para.380.
589 GalicEarly Release Decision, paras.29, 34-36.
590 Gatete AI, para.286.
591 E.g. Stokic AI, paraA28; Nchamihigo AI, parasA02-404; Gatete AI, paras.286-287.
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ICTR Appeals Chamber reduced three life sentences to fixed-term sentences of 47 years.592 In

Kajelijeli, a life sentence was reduced to 45 years for "serious violations of the Appellant's

fundamental rights during his arrest and detention".593

163. Moreover, other partial appellate acquittals show that some life sentences reflect gravity

beyond the threshold required for imposing the maximum sentence. For example, the ICTY

Appeals Chamber maintained Zdravko Tolimir's life sentence, even after reversing several

significant convictions involving genocide and extcrmination.Y" When the ICTR Appeals Chamber

reversed convictions for "very serious crimes" in the Renzaho case, it nevertheless found that there

was no impact on his life sentence given the remaining convictions.F" Dissenting Judges Pocar and

Liu would have likewise maintained Theoneste Bagosora's life sentence, notwithstanding a partial

reversal of his convictions on appeaL They found that the majority's substitution of a 35-year

sentence was a "monumental reduction" of his sentence, unwarranted in light of the remaining

"catalogue of convictions" upheld on appeal.596

3. Sentences in related cases demonstrate the Chamber's discernible error

164. Related cases indicate that Karadzic's 40-year sentence is an outlier in the Tribunal's

sentencing practice. Karadzic received a 40-year sentence while four of his subordinates, three of

whom were co-JCE members, received life sentences. Each of these men was involved in only one

of the three main JCEs and was convicted for only a fraction of Karadzic's crimes. Others with

even less responsibility received fixed-term sentences comparable to Karadzic s. The disparity

illustrates the Chamber's error.597

165. The Appeals Chamber approved life sentences for three VRS officers subordinate to

Karadfic for crimes committed in Srebrenica in July 1995: Vujadin Popovic, Ljubisa Beara and

Zdravko Tolimir. 598 The Chamber found that Popovic and Beara, together with Karadzic, were

Srebrenica JCE members.P" Although aiding and abetting generally warrants lower sentences than

592 See Nyiramasuhuko AJ, paras.3523, 3526, 3538.
593 Kajelijeli AJ, para.324.
594 Tolimir AI, para.648.
595 Renzaho AJ, para.620. Also Karemera AJ, para.749; Kamuhanda AJ, paras.362-363; Karera AJ, paras.393, 396.
596 Bagosora AJ, Ioint Dissenting Opinion of Judges I'ocar and Liu, para.1.
597 Although there are relevant individual factors in every case, "a disparity out of reasonable proportion between an
impugned sentence and another sentence rendered in a like case may give rise to an inference that the Trial Chamber
failed to exercise its discretion properly". D.Milosevic AI, para. 327.
598 See Popovic AJ, para.2117; Tolimir AJ, para.649.
599 Judgement, paras.5737, 5755,5814.

i!
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commission.l'" VRS subordinates Radislav Krstic and Drago Nikolic were sentenced to 35 years

for, inter alia, aiding and abetting gcnocide.F"

166. The Appeals Chamber sentenced another of Karadfic' s subordinates, Stanislav Galic, SRK

commander from September 1992 to August 1994, to life imprisonment for crimes committed

during only part of the three-and-a-half-year siege of Sarajevo. 602 Dragomir Milosevic, Galic's

successor, was sentenced to 29 years for his role in Sarajevo crimes, which was limited to the

period from August 1994 until November 1995.603 These commanders, along with Karadzic, were

Sarajevo JCE members. 6o
,

167. Karadzic's leadership role in the Overarching JCE far eclipses those of others convicted of

overlapping and connected subsets of crimes. Although they were involved in only a small portion

of Karadzic's Overarching JCE crimes, lower-level officials received sentences of up to 40 years.

For example:

• Milomir Stakic, the leading political figure in the Prijedor municipal government from April

to September 1992, was initially sentenced to life imprisonment for crimes committed in

this single municipality.Y' This sentence was reduced to 40 years on appeal.606

• Radoslav Brdanin was convicted for aiding and abetting crimes in 13 ARK municipalities in

1992. The Trial Chamber sentenced him to 32 years' imprisonmem.P" which was reduced to

30 years on appeal after reversals of certain convictions.60S

• Dragan Nikolic, commander of the Susica camp in Vlasenica municipality from June to

September 1992, was sentenced to 23 years, which was reduced to 20 years on appeal.609

The Appeals Chamber upheld the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the only possible

"starting point", given the gravity of Nikolic's offences, was a life sentence, which was then

reduced based on mitigating factors including a guilty plea to all charges.f''"

600 See Krstic AJ. para.268; vasilievic AJ, para.182.
60! Krstic was initially sentenced (0 46 years, rednced (035 years on appeal. KrsticYl, paras.726-727; Krstic AJ, p.87.
Popovic TJ, p.833 (Nikolic); Popovic AJ, para.2117.
602 Galic AJ, paras.455-456, p.185.
603 Is.Milosevic AJ, paras.5, 337 (reducing his sentence from 33 to 29 years).
604 JUdgement, paras.4680. 4892.
605 Stakic TJ, p.253.
606 Stakic AJ, para.428.
607 Brdanin TJ, para. 1153.
608 Brdanin AJ, p.157.
609 D.NikoliC SJ, p.73; D.Nikolic SAJ, p.44.
610 D.Nikolic SAJ, paras.21-22.
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Karadzic's Overarching JCE conviction is far broader than those in each of these cases in terms of

geographic scope, duration and the numbers of crimes and victims.

168. Moreover, each of these previous cases relates to only one of the three main JCEs for which

Karadzic has been convicted. The unprecedented combination of the crimes in the Overarching,

Sarajevo and Srebrenica-plus Hostages-JCEs in a single case far surpasses the threshold of

. . d f I" 611gravrty require ror a he sentence.

4. The Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion

169. The Chamber also failed to provide a reasoned opinion612 as to why, in light of its own

gravity findings, it imposed a sentence of less than the maximum. The Chamber does not mention

the Prosecution's recommended sentence of life imprisonment, let alone explain why it did not

accept it. Nor did the Chamber attempt to situate Karadzic's crimes in relation to previous cases, an

exercise that would have compelled the conclusion that a life sentence was the only reasonable

outcome. The Chamber's failure to provide sufficient reasons for the sentence leaves the parties

and the public-to guess why the Chamber selected a 40-year sentence.

170. The Chamber failed to provide an explanation for the disconnect between its findings on the

extreme gravity of Karadzic's crimes and its failure to impose a life sentence. Given the Chamber's

own gravity findings, the only reasonable starting point was life imprisonment. Where the

Chamber's own analysis points so strongly towards the maximum penalty, the Chamber's

obligation to clearly articulate its reasons for a different conclusion is heightened. Yet the Chamber

did not explain why it decided to impose a 40-year sentence instead of a life sentence.

171. The Chamber failed to acknowledge the Prosecution's submission that, even if Karadzic was

only convicted for a substantial portion of just one of the three main JCEs, he deserved a life

sentence.P" The Chamber offered no explanation as to why the Prosecution's recommendation was

not accepted.

172. The Chamber also failed to consider the Tribunal's sentencing practice in prior comparable

cases. 614 In its sentencing analysis, the Chamber addressed only two cases-Plavsic and

Krajisnik-both raised in Karadzic's arguments. It rightly distinguished both cases, finding Plavsic

to be of no guidance and Krajiinik to be of only linIited assistance. 615 However, the Chamber failed

611 Above para. 163. Also Nahimana AI, para. 1060.
612 E.g. Stanilic & Simatovic AI, para.78.
613 Prosecution-FIB, para.1122.
614 E.g. CelebiCi AI, para.757.
615 Judgement. paras.6066-6067.
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to examine other comparable cases, such as those discussed above,616 that provide more relevant

guidance.

B. The Chamber failed to assess and give weight to KaradziC's abuse of authority as an

aggravating factor

173. The Chamber committed a discernible error in the exercise of its discretion by failing to

expressly consider the impact of Karadzic's abuse of authority on the gravity of his crimes and

declining to address this abuse as an aggravating factor. 617

174. ill declining to address abuse of authority as an aggravating factor, the Chamber stated that

it had taken Karadzic's power and authority "into consideration in relation to the gravity of the

crimes for which he has been found responsible. ,,618 ill its gravity analysis, however, the Chamber

failed to make the critical finding that Karadzic abused his authority, thereby increasing the gravity

of his crimes. 619 Although the Chamber recognised Karadzic's position of authority in discussing

his participation in the four JCEs and indicated that Karadzic used his position to further his

(criminal) objectives,62o it never assessed how his abuse of authority made his crimes more grave.

Considering an accused's position and authority in relation to his involvement in the crimes is not

the same as finding that he abused his authority.P" While it may be permissible to consider

aggravating factors together with gravity, 622 trial chambers are nevertheless required to determine

whether the aggravating factor makes the crime graver. This was not done.

175. The Chamber also failed to address the nature and scope of Karadzic's massive and

sustained abuse of authority. For example, the Chamber failed to consider that this abuse

constituted a serious betrayal of the trust vested in him in his high-level positions, including as RS

President.623 As President, he was under an obligation to prevent and punish crimes and protect the

population.f" Karadfic not only failed to fulfil that duty,625 but he also used the army, police and

other government organs to carry out crimes.626In doing so, he transformed these organs-to which

people would normally turn for help in times of crisis-into tools of destruction, persecution,

6J6 Above paras.165-167.
611 Prosecution-Ff'B, para.lI20.
6J8 Judgement, para.6052. .
6J9 Judgemeut, paras.6046-6050.
620 Judgement, para.6052.
621 E.g. Stanish! & tupljanin AJ, para.U39; Tolimir AJ, para.643; M.Nikolic SAJ, para.61 ("abuse of his position is
distinct from his role in the crimes").
622Krajisnik AJ, para.787.
623 Abuse of trust placed in the accused by the population is a recurring element used to establish abuse of authority as
an aggravating factor. E.g. Kambanda AJ, paras.U8, 126 relied on in Deroniic SAJ, para.67; Ndindabahizi AJ,
p:aras.133-134.

24 Judgement, paras.3493, 3501. Also Kambanda AJ, paras.U8, 126.
625 Judgement, paras.3493, 3501.
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murder, abuse and expulsion. These elements warranted significant weight in sentencing because

they make his crimes graver.

C. The Chamber failed to give a reasoned opinion on mitigation or erred in crediting

mitigating factors·

176. The Chamber accepted mitigating factors that warranted little, if any, weight in ligbt of the

extreme gravity of Karadzic's convictions. 627 But the Chamber neither provided a starting point for

the appropriate sentence based on gravity alone, nor explained the weight that the mitigating

circumstances had on the sentence. Without a reasoned opinion, the parties and the public can only

speculate as to whether the mitigating factors are the Chamber's explanation for dropping

Karadzic's sentence below a life sentence. If they are, then the Chamber erred by giving too much

weight to relatively insignificant mitigating factors that did not warrant any sentencing reduction.

1. The Chamber erred in weighing insignificant mitigating factors

177. One possible reading of the Judgement is that the Chamber allowed the mitigating factors to

reduce Karadfic's sentence below life imprisonment. If this is so, then the Chamber erred in giving

too much weight to mitigating factors that merited little or no reduction in sentence.628 It is well

established that "the existence of mitigating circumstances does not automatically result in a

reduction of sentence or preclude the imposition of a sentence of life imprisonment where the

gravity of the offence so requires. ,,629 The factors recognised by the Chamber have consistently

been afforded little weight, if any, in cases involving grave crimes;630

• Good conduct in court and detention't" has regularly been found not to mitigate serious

crimes. 632

• Expression of sympathy for the victims-which the Chamber noted was not remorse633_

has not been accorded significant weight.634

• Advanced age635has consistently been given limited weight in comparable cases.636

626 E.g. Judgement, paras.35H, 4938, 5818.
627 Judgement, paras.6054-6065.
628 Judgement, paras.6058-6062.
629 Popovic AJ, para.2053. Also Niyitegeka AJ, para.267; Muserna AJ, para.396.
630 E.g. Stanistc & tupljanin AJ, para. 1132; Tolimir AJ, para.644; Nizeyimana AJ, paras.446, 448; Kordic AJ,
~ara.1053; Krajisnik AJ, paras.816-817.

31 Judgement, para.6058.
632 See Tolimir AJ, para.644; Nizeyimana AJ, paras.446, 448; Kordic AJ, para. 1053.
633 JUdgement, paras.6059-6060.
634 Stanisic & Zupljanin AJ, para.1157; Musema AJ, para.396.
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• Lack of a previous criminal record637 has been accorded little, if any, weight in mitigation,

b ional ci 638a sent exception circumstances.

2. The Chamber erred in crediting KaradziC's resignation from public life as a mitigating factor

178. The Chamber erred in crediting Karadzic's 1996 decision to resign from all pnblic and party

offices-while refusing to consider Karadzic's reasons for doing so-as a mitigating

circumstance.F" Karadzic's self-serving motives are incompatible with mitigation.T" If the

Chamber reduced Karadzic's sentence on this basis, then the Chamber erred in giving this factor too

much weight.

179. Post-conflict conduct can constitute a mitigating factor when it goes to the good character of

the accused or reveals a desire to make amends for wrongful conduct.P" However, in this case

Karadzic resigned in mid-1996, after his criminal objectives were achieved and six months after the

Dayton Agreement was signed.642 Any mitigating value of his resignation at this late point is

substantially undermined by his admission that he stepped down in order to gain supposed

immunity from criminal prosccutton.F" This does not show good character or the intention to make

amends for wrongful conduct.

D. Remedy

180. Karadfic's unprecedented criminal responsibility calls for a commensurate sentence. The

sentence imposed by the Chamber is manifestly inadequate, insufficiently reasoned and an abuse of

discretion. The Prosecution requests the Appeals Chamber to correct the Chamber's errors and

increase Karadzics sentence to life imprisonment.

Word count: 29,595

635 Judgement, para.6061.
636 Stanisic & Zupljanin AJ, para. 1170 ("limited weight given to advanced age as mitigating factor in the jurisprudence
of the Tribunal"); Popovic AJ. paras.2052-2053 affirming Popovic TJ, para.2169 (giving "minimal weight" in
mitigation to Beara's age of 70 years); Tolimir AJ, para.644 (approving "little to no weight" in mitigation to Tolimir's
a1\eof 64 years).
6 Judgement, para.6062.
638 Lukic AJ, para.648; Nahimana AJ, para. 1069.
639 Judgement, para.6057.
640 During trial, the Chamber indicated that Karadzic's motives for resigning would be relevant to sentencing. Karadiic
Decision on Admission of Sentencing Information, para.l I.
64! E.g. BtagojevicAJ, paras.328-330; Babic SAJ, paras.55-61.
642 Judgement, paras.312, 436-437, 6057.
643 Judgement, paras.6054-6057.
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DECLARATION PURSUANT TO RULE 138

2533

The Prosecutor will exercise due diligence to comply with his continuing Rule 73 disclosure

obligations during the appeal stage of this case. As of the date of this filing, the Prosecutor has

disclosed to the Accused all material under Rule 73(A) which has come into the Prosecutor's actual

knowledge and, in addition, has made available to him collections of relevaut material held by the

Prosecutor.

~,o~
Laurel Baig

Senior Appeals Counsel

Dated this 5th day of December 2016
At The Hague, The Netherlands
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Pleadings, Orders, Decisions etc. from Prosecutor Yo Radovan Karadiic. Case
No.IT-95/5/18/MICT-13-55-A
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Abbreviation used in Full citation
Prosecution Appeal Brief

Chamber Trial Chamber in Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic, Case No.
IT-95/5/18-T

Judgement Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic, Case No. IT-95/5/18-T,
T.Ch., Judgement, 24 March 2016

Indictment Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic, Case No. IT-95/5/I8-PT,
Prosecution's Marked-Up Indictment, 19 October 2009,
Appendix A

Prosecution-PTB Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic, Case No. IT-95/5/18-PT,
Prosecution's Submission Pursuant to Rule 65ter(E)(i)-(iii), 18
May 2009

Prosecution-F1lB Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic, Case No. IT-95/5/18-T,
Prosecutions's Final Trial Brief, 29 August 2014 (Public
Redacted Version filed 23 September 2014)

Karadiic 98bis AJ Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic, Case No. IT-95-5/18-
AR98bis.1, App.Ch., Judgement, 11 July 2013

Karadiic & Mladic Rule 61 Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic and Ratko Mladic, Case No.
Decision IT-95-5-R611IT-95-18-R61, Review of the Indictments

Pursuant to Rule 61 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence,
11 July 1996

Karadiic Decision on Admission Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadiic, Case No. IT-95-5/18-T,
of Sentencing Information T.Ch., Decision on Admission of Information Relating to

Sentencing, 26 February 2014

,
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Abbreviation used in Full citation
Prosecution Appeal Brief

Aleksovski AJ Prosecutor v. Ziatko Aleksovski, Case No. IT-95-14/1-A,
App.Ch., Judgement, 24 March 2000

BabicSAJ Prosecutor v. Milan Babic, Case No. IT-03-72-A, App.Ch.,
Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 18 July 2005

Blaskic AJ Prosecutor v. Tihomir Blaskic, Case No. IT-95-14-A, App.Ch.,
Judgement, 29 July 2004

BlagojevicAI Prosecutor v. Vidoje Blagojevic & Dragan Iokic, Case No. IT-
02-60-A, App.Ch., Judgement, 9 May 2007

Boskoski AJ Prosecutor v. Ljube Boskoski & Johan Tariulovski, Case No.
IT-04-82-A, App.Ch., Judgement, 19 May 2010

Bralo SAJ Prosecutor v. Miroslav Bralo, Case No. IT-95-17-A, App.Ch.,
Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 2 Apri12007

Brdanin AJ Prosecutor v. Radoslav Brdanin, Case No. IT-99-36-A,
App.Ch., Judgement, 3 April 2007

Brdanin TJ Prosecutor v. Radoslav Brdanin, Case No. IT-99-36-T, T.Ch.,
Judgement, 1 September 2004

caeua AJ Prosecutor v. Zejnil Delalic, Zdravko Mucic, a.k.a. "Pavo",
Hazim Delic & Esad Landio, a.k.a. "Zenga"; Case No. IT-96-
21-A, App.Ch., Judgement, 20 February 2001

DelicTI Prosecutor v. Rasim Delic, Case No. IT-04-83-T, T.Ch.,
Judgement, 15 September 2008

Deronjic SAJ Prosecutor v. Miroslav Deronjic, Case No. IT-02-61-A,
App.Ch., Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 20 July 2005

Dordevic AJ Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevic, Case No, IT-05-87/l-A,
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